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Gamma Theta Omega
Reception
TAMPA

-

Gamma

Theta Omega Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha hosted
a reception last week for the
1998 Miss Teenage Tampa
corporate sponsors. The
AKA house sparkled with
excitement as the citizens of
Tampa were commended on
their interest and support of
the candidates.
Gwen Myers, chairper
son of the corporate com
mittee, and Thelma D. Ben
ton, president, expressed
their thanks to the other
members of the corporate
committee: Ruth H. Brown,
Brenda Siplin, Marsha

President Thelma D. Benton

A Credit Plan For You!
No Money Down!
Free Gift Just For Coming In.
90 DAYS SAME AS CASH!

Please see pg. 17

Founding Conference For The
Coalition For Social Justice
“In the last 18 months since
the murder of TyRon Lewis we
have seen many changes in this
city. We believe these changes
have been in a positive direc
tion. Real demands have come
from the African community
for economic development and
social justice.. In truth eveiy
right-thinking person should
demand social justice and eco
nomic development for the
black community.
AVe believe we have the
opportunity to right an historic
wrong and that is the key ele
ment in this founding confer
ence for the Coalition for Social
Justice,” stated Chimurenga
Waller in his opening to the

Founding Conference for the
Coalition for Social Justice held

Coalition for African-American
Leadership and the National

on Saturday, March 21 at the People’s Democratic Uhuru
University of South Florida in Movement, the Coalition for
St. Petersbuig. Waller is the Social Justice opens the door for
local president of the National the white community in partic
People’s Democratic Uhuru ular to “help forge a new social
Movement and was the MC for contract in St. Petersbuig and
the event.
transform our city into a model
About 75 enthusiastic St. of social and economic justice.”
Petersbuig and Tampa bay area
The goal of this coalition is
residents gathered for the con to be an activist and highly visi
ference which included speak ble oiganization aiming to end
ers and workshops planning for the divisiveness which arises
actions and activities to build a out of the city’s policy of police
broad movement supporting the containment. According to its
African community struggle for mission statement the coalition
social justice and genuine eco will build a new unity in the city,
nomic development.
“not by blaming the victim, or
Please see pg. 2
Answering a call from the

TyRon Lewis
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Black Farmers Take S
Land Dispute!oM.N.
by Akwasi Evans
Representatives of black farmers took their fight for
economic justice to the United Nations recently. John
Boyd, president of the National Black Farmers Association
delivered a petition to the body March 18th requesting that
U.N. Secretary General Kofi Annan investigate widespread
violations of their human rights.
"The country has enabled the USDA (U.S. Department
of Agriculture) to continue to discriminate against its cus
tomers,” Boyd said. "This is a national crisis.They have
stolen our land. They have taken away oyr livelihood. Now

L-R: Watson L. Haynes, II, and Jeb Bush

Local Native To
Serve As Jeb
Bush Co-Chair
Of St. Petersburg, Watson L.
Haynes, II, has been appointed

dation for Florida’s future
when he appointed Haynes to
serve as a member of the
African American Task Force

to serve as a co-chair for the
Pinellas County Jeb Bush for

in 1994, and was impressed
with his knowledge and grasp

Governor Campaign.
•; Haynes, who has served as
an advisor to the campaign,

of issues as they related to the
African American Community.

ST. PETERSBURG-Long
time political activist and native

Although Haynes’ role will
not be that of targeting the

Said that he looks forward to
jvorking with the Pinellas effort

African American community,

and is pleased with the Bush for
Governor efforts in developing

he said that he will devote a lot
of his energy in bringing the

Coalitions and outreaching to
groups that many office seekers
overlooked in running for elec

community and Jeb together on

tive office. Haynes has been

our ideas and that of Jeb Bush
Campaign are so much alike”.

jvorking on issues of drug
jibuse, mental health, juvenile

Lssues of vital importance, he
said “you’d be amazed at how

justice and economic develop

Haynes has already started
the campaign efforts as he

ment.
Bash was the Chairman of

helped to co-sponsor a'
fundraiser featuring Jeb Bush

the Board of Directors of Foun

Please see pg. 2

they are trying to take away our heritage."
African-American farmers have lost over a million
acres of land in the past half century, and tne- erosion hasn’t
ended. There are a myriad of reasons for this dramatic
decline, but most say the reason is racism; and the worst
perpetrators are the United States government and the
Department of Agriculture (DOA).
For decades black farmers' claims of discrimination
and unjust treatment went largely ignored. Claims made
against local Farm Home Administrations (FHA) often:
went into USDA trash cans or were referred to the local
FHA for evaluation. Finally, in frustration, black farmers
banded together to file a class action lawsuit on behalf of
the National Black Farmers Association.
On March 5, 1998, Judge Paul Friedman granted the
farmers a status hearing in federal court. The case, Pigford
et al. v. Glickman, asked the judge to decide whether the
mostly southern black farmers are entitled to government
compensation for years of neglect, foot dragging, denial of
loans and unjust foreclosures.
Allowing that time does impose hardships on the farm
ers, Judge Friedman set Feb. 1,1999, as the trial date, say
ing he hoped the cases will be settled through mediation
before then.
The biggest sticking point is the government's con
tention that all claims presented prior to 1994 are not recov
erable and "not subject to monetary relief". The plaintiffs

ally taken steps to impede the farmers' suit, there should be
no statute of limitation restriction. Such limitations, Pires
argued, "create another form of injustice’’; He said that 75
percent to 85 percent of all black farmers with claims could
be ruled out if the government's statute of limitations asser

tion is upheld.

; Pires revealed that many farmers have complained but
have not filed formal documents. And, he said, "foreclo

sures are unerring whiie farmers are trying to get the issue
resolved, and the government continues to sell from the
inventory black farmers are claiming". Pires asked the
judge to order an immediate moratorium on the sale Of
southern farmland until these claims are settled. He also,
asked the judge to lift his stay so that his clients could pro
ceed as a class with their suit. . ,
White the government claims that thousands of cases
have been settled since January 1997, Pires said that only
11 farmers have gotten relief. Other cases, he said, "were
just closed", lime, Pires added, is crucial to the black farm
ers," "People are dying, and foreclosures are going forth;
nothing is more important to them now than an early trial
date? j
f Court appointed mediator Michael Lewis said eight
mediations were conducted in February, but since then discussions have been halted. He also labeled the government
statute of limitation claim "a real barrier”, adding that it
could possibly be "a smoke screen".
Rev. Joseph Lowery, chairman of the Black Leadership
Forum, called upon ali major black organizations tp sup
port the black farmers. He said his organization will
approach groups like the NAACP and U rban League in
hopes of building a movement in support of the black farm
ers. "There is no more significant group of people than
those who till the soil," Lowery stated. "You do not deserve
to lose 13 million acres of land in a half century just
because you are black," Lowery said.

Mabel Monroe

Mabel Monroe
Celebrates Her
104th Birthday
TAMPA - Mrs. Mabel
i Monroe, was born in Ovida,
i Florida, on March 21,1894.
She grew up in Delray
I Beach, Florida, where she
attended school in a little
two room school complet! ing the ninth grade.
At the age of 18, she
! married Herbert Monroe in

DAYTONA BEACH-The
division of social sciences at
Bethune-Cookman College
recently hosted a pubic forum

NAACP Chief Joins
Clinton In South Africa
BALTIMORE, MD-Just
this week, NAACP President
and CEO Kweisi Mfiime will
join President Bill Clinton in
South Africa for the fourth legof Qinton’s six month nation,
11 day trip to the continent of
Africa. To help underscore the

progress of Africa into full and
open focus. We must recognize
the importance of Africa to our
long term economic stability
and the stability of the global
economy.
“The President’s trip to
South Africa has particular sig

be able to see the future of geoning democracy of Ghana
Africa through the eyes of the under the courageous leader

Africa provides the opportunity

President of the United States,

founded by Dr. Bethune in
1935. It was also her home

for our nation to redefine its

and they will see that Africa not

relationship

only exists, it matters.”

from 1943-1949.

Mfume said. This trip is essen
tial to bring the problems and

for the Mary McLeod Bethune
Council House in Washington,
D.C.
The Council House was the
headquarters for the National
Council of Negro Women

Please see pg. 2

NAACP President Clinton
invited Mfume to join a small

with

Africa,”

cal events-19 presidents,

eventually
moved
to
Tampa. Mr. Monroe died
| in 1952 after being married
! 40 years.

two of which were assassi

longevity of life and says if

nated (Abraham Lincoln
and John F. Kennedy); the
death of Civil Rights leader
Martin Luther King-the
greatest leader of all times
who brought about the
death of segregation; the

you give your heart to Him,
He will supply you with all

sinking of the Titanic; and

your needs.
She is a member of St.

many
events.

nificance as South Africa

ship of President Jeny Rawl
ings is an excellent example of

economic growth and cultural
“The emerging democratic stability.
Please see pg. 2
nations should be supported by

she

with three children and

tact.” Mfume said. “At the
same time, the military dicta
torship in Nigeria and the slav

tal officials.
“President Qinton’s trip to

munity to participate in plans

says

she has had two heart
attacks, she says she doesn't
dwell on her health. She
says the Lord has her here
for a purpose.

way to ensure this is through
high level governmental con

delegation of non-governmen

to allow members of the com

She

doesn;t attend as often as
she would like. Although

the United States both political
ly and economically. The only

ery and international terrorism
coming out of Sudan speak
moves toward its fourth year of volumes about their exclusion
democracy and begins the tran from this very important mis
sition from the ‘era’ of Nelson sion. Such an exclusion is both
Mandela to future leadership. fitting and proper,” Mfume
The American people will now added. “Conversely, the bur

importance of the trip and rec
ognizing Mfume’s history of
activism and that of the

Church.

During her lifetime, she
has seen numerous histori

to God for her success to
PLEASE SUPPORT
OJJR NEWSPAPER BY
PATRONIZING OUR
ADVERTISERS

John Missionary Baptist

1912. They were blessed

She gave all the credit

Council House Forum Held
At B-CC

Professor Elaine Moore Smith

disagree, arguing that because the government has continu

Kweisi Mfume

other

historical

Please see pg. 2
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Mabel Monroe Celebrates

from pg. 1

Community Bulletin Board
<11

“U0ICES”:Multi-Racial Dialogue
Saturday, March 28
St. Petersburg Baha’i Center

‘98 Festiual of States
-Schedule of EuentsMarch 26-flpril 5th
see page 1 6
Health Forum at Uhuru House

Saturday, 3/28
See page 5
L-R: Victorea Gordon, Mabel Gordon and Frances
Monroe.

Greater Hopeiull Church
honors Thelma Moore
See Tri County News/Ocala
Page 9

Presented By Publix Supermarkets

NAACP Chief

Local Native

from pg. 1

from pg. 1

Mfume’s record on South
African issues is long-standing.
In 1986, then Baltimore City
Councilman Kweisi Mfume
introduced and passed one of
the nation’s first municipal
divestiture laws, calling upon
the city of Baltimore to divest
its pension funds from 19821992, he led annual candlelight
vigils and participated in anti
apartheid rallies and demons
trations leading to his arrest in
front of the South African
embassy in 1984. Upon join
ing the U.S. Congress, Mfiime

Founding Conference

became one of the leading
opponents of the South African
apartheid regime.
“I have been connected to

from pg. 1
; by covering up well known his of the African community are

torical truths.. Instead we can
soberly recognize the reality of
the
relationship between
African and white people and
its basis, and we can begin to
change this relationship;”

Party and leader of the Uhuru
ltfet' ffirSf,' because historically ' MovementrYeshitela' pointed

we have never had a value out, “We have to build a move
placed on us.”
ment that concerns itself with
Connie Burton, president of the human condition. We have
the Robles Park Tenants Asso to have a movement that hates
ciation in Tampa and a well- oppression and exploitation and
Lou Brown, the newly known community activist stat that sets new terms in this com
elected Chairman of the Coali ed, “I just love to be introduced munity and in the world for
tion for African American as a public housing resident how people are allowed to think
Leadership, gave the welcom because for such a long time about and deal with other
ing presentation, pointing out, there has been an attempt to human beings.
“If we are to understand the
“Until all of us are free, none of keep our voices silent. Along
us is free...There are things that with being known as a public contradiction that we are con
happened to us in St. Petersburg housing activist I love being fronted with today, then we
that make us realize that this is
more than just a slogan. It’s a
basic truth that we must under
stand. As we move forware and
network we realize the strength
that it adds to us when we have
others of like mind though not
necessarily of like appearance
who agree with us. It is very
important to know that you’re
not alone in your struggle and
there are others who find it rea
sonable and worthwhile and
who can really lend support.
“I’m excited about the
Coalition for Social Justice

crisis and the Hope VI program
which will push.African people
out of their dwellings:
“They would have us
believe that the so-called ‘revi

an economic self-supporting
person productive to society.
But if you’re poor over here,
you’re going to be poor over
there! Until we begin to place a
value on people, on just plain
human beings, we are lost. We

of welcoming Nelson Mandela

“Now, South Africa is in
era of peace and stability. We
can focus on the economic
issues that are of mutual benefit
to our nations. This trip rein
forces the long overdue recog
nition by the U.S. government
that the countries of Africa are
indeed a world force to be inte
grated into an ever-evolving
global economy.”

Fund. The Board of Higher
Education and Ministry of
the
United
Methodist
Church administer this
fund. United Methodist
Churches around the coun
try raise money for the

Kirit Patel, associate
vice president for fiscal

gap so all Americans, in partic
ular African people can have the
same freedom.’

out of this conference with city
wide mobilization wilh white

Mark Kamleiter, a local
lawyer and activist spoke in
support of the Coalition for
Social Justice. Kamleiter stated,
“There is the’ question of why
would the white community be
involved in a movement for

people marching with the
African community for social
justice and economic develop
“If we do it right we can
create a model for struggle arid
resistance in this countiy. We
can build a community that
people can live in. We can col
lectivize our capacity to fight
against a common enemy,
because there is an enemy out
there that is responsible for the
misery, poverty, and alienation

affairs, said B-CC receives
over $1 million a year from
the Black College Fund.
Dr. Willa Bing Harris
and Dr. Joretha McCall
Capers were also on the

DAYTONA BEACH The on-site visiting team

with a general overview of
campus operations includ

for the Commission on
Black Colleges recently met
at B-CC to evaluate college

ing a close look at four crit

operations. Dr. David Beck
ley, president of Rust Col
lege in Holly Springs, MS,
and chairman of the com
that all of us experience. But in mittee, said the evaluation
order to get there, there is the is designed to provide the
central question that we have to United Methodist Church
deal with. If we do that we will
attacking mine.”
win.”
The keynote presentation of
the conference was given by NOTE: Please see April 4th’s
Omali Yeshitela, chairman of edition of The Weekly Chal

the African People’s Socialist

lenger for the conclusion of
this story.

Tampa Bay Steam Team
Carpet Cleaning
• $34.95 Livingroom, Diningroom, Hall
• $10 Each Additional Bedroom ,
• Emergency Water Extractions
• Commercial Rates Available
• Truck Mounted Unit
Licensed & Insured - Guaranteed Satisfaction

(813) 866-6446

ical areas.
Of the 114 Historically
Black Colleges in the US,
11 are affiliated with the
United Methodist Church.
This affiliation entitles
.member institutions to re
ceive an annual contribu

As part of

evaluation committee.
The committee will
report its findings to the
Council of Presidents of the

Bethune was able to insist that
black women represent 10% of

efforts to preserve Dr.
Bethune’s work, the home

the students in women’s officer
training classes held by the mil
itary.
Smith said the Bethune

became a part of the national
park system in 1995.
A Federal Advisoiy Board
vise the preservation,and man

United Methodist Church
Takes A Close Look At B-CC

L-R: Dr. Oswald Bronson, Sr., and Dr. David
Beckley.

Council House
Forum from pg. 1

has been appointed to super

-n

white people and African peo
ple... This is the struggle that the
white community must deal
with. We need to build a move
ment...! hope that we can come

ment.

Church, 1800 18th Avenue
South, in St. Petersbuig.

gressman J. C. Watts of Okla
homa in St. Petersbuig. That

Haynes can be contacted at
event raised over $100,000 for 866-0862.
the Bush Campaign. He said
Haynes will serve as coand then standing with him as that plans are being made for a chair with Representative Den
my guest at the inauguration of public meet with Jeb Bush nis Jones, Marie Powell, Attor
Bill Clinton as President of the forum on April 8 at 6:00 P.M. at
ney Rick Baker and Sheriff
United States.
Faith
Memorial
Baptist Everett Rice.

the struggles of South Africa
wififimoo rijlfliin

and African American Con

to Washington, DC at the dawn
of democracy in South Africa

Black College Fund each
year.

talization’ of inner-city blight
and the redistribution of poverty
throughout the city will make

Mfiime. I have a vivid memory

must confront soberly the basis,
of this relationship between

known as a community agitator..In all that I have encoun
tered I have never been Swayed
to stop. There is much to do. I
look forward to working with
this coalition and bridging the

because there is much to be social justice for the African
done,” Brown concluded.
community. I believe Lou
Dynamic testimony was Brown has already said it: until
given by community members all of us are free, none of us is
and activists who presented free. As the white community,
some of the conditions which we have become a pragmatic,
the African community must me-first community. But there
face every day. Delores Fletch is a pragmatic reason for social
er, president of the St. Peters justice: if anyone is attacking
burg Tenants Action Committee anyone else’s freedom, they are
spoke about the public housing

for over 25 years,” said

agement of the Council House.
Dr. Sheila Flemming,chairper
son of the division of social sci
ences at B-CC is vice chair of
this advisoiy board. “My ser
vice on the board gives me an

Council House is a modest row
house originallydesigned for a
single family. After extensive
fund raising, Bethune came up
with the $50,000 needed to buy
the house.” Dr. Bethune’s work
shows us that worth and wealth
are not synonymous,” Smith
said. “It is important that we

opportunity to coordinate the
vision between the home in
Washington and the college

preserve and commemorate the
activities that she was a part
of.”

community
in
Daytona
Beach,” Flemming said.

Smith is the daughter of the
late Dr. Richard V. Moore,

Elaine Moore Smith, pro
fessor of American History at

Moore was president of B-CC

Alabama State University, was

from 1947 to 1975.

one of the presenters at the
forum.
Smith
described
Bethune as a redefining force in

Author Betty Collier
Thomas also participated in the
forum. Thomas wrote the legis

education, government and

lation to establish the Bethune
Council House as a national
landmark. She also organized

women’s oiganizations. “Dr.
Bethune insisted on being a
part of everything the govern,
ment was doing that involved
women,” Smith said.
It was because of this type
of perseverance that Dr.

the Council House museum.
Thomas’ recent publication,
Daughters of Thunder, focuses
on black women ministers and
their sermons from 1850 to
1925.

Black College Fund.
Bethune-Cookman Col
lege is a private, historically
black institution,
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Child
Watch
BY

Marian Wright
Edelman

Helping Black Boys
Reach Manhood
Geoffrey Canada was only a boy when it happened, but
he still remembers the pain. He was playing football with a
t)uyyh of other boys on a beautiful fall day when he went
out for a long pass. Looking up to catch the ball, Geoff ran
full-speed into the metal bar of a barbecue pit sitting at one
end of the churchyard where the boys were playing.
At first, he tried not to cry. Like most boys, Geoff had
already learned that the world expects boys to suffer in
silence. But when the pain proved overwhelming, he
howled in agony.
To this day Geoff says he can feel the indentation in his
shinbone where the metal bar gouged a hole in the flesh of
his leg. Although Geoff played football after the accident,
he was more cautious and never again as a receiver did he
run with the abandon he once had.
Today, Geoff's a long way from the tough streets of the
South Bronx where he grew up, but he stiff believes .that
how we deal with pain-our own and others'-is critical to
our survival as a society.
As president of New York City's Rheedlen Centers for
Children and Families and a steering committee member of
the Black Community Crusade for Children (BCCC), Geoff
sees pain consuming too many boys. More than 1.3 million
boys under 18 were arrested in 1995, more of our male
youth are dying young from violence, dropping out of
school and becoming absent fathers.
In his new book 'Reaching Up for Manhood', published
by Beacon Press, Geoff offers some compelling thoughts
about how we can help.
"We have to fundamentally shift the way we think
about boys. We don't want the end product to be a promiscuouSj tough, hard, little thing who's willing to kill or die
over slights that, if they ever got to be my age, they would
find funny. We want to raise young men who are caring,
hardworking, thoughtful and creative. To do that, we have
to treat them differently."
We can start, he says, by teaching boys that it's all right
to acknowledge pain-whether that pain is physical or emotional-and by working to see that boys are reared with love
and compassion so they grow up to be loving, compassion
ate adults.
Congress would do well to listen to Geoff as it consid
ers a harsh new proposal called Senate Bill 10. S.10 which
will allow more children to be thrown into adult jails, even
for nonviolent offenses like skipping school and running
away from home. They will be vulnerable to unspeakable
acts of cruelty at the hands of adult convicts and prison
employees. Children in adult jails are five times more like
ly to be sexually assaulted and twice as likely to be beaten
by prison staff than children in juvenile facilities.
S.10 will treat children who skip school or run away as
criminals instead of as children in need of help. It will offer
incentives for schools to expel students caught with ciga
rettes, beer or marijuana without providing alternative edu
cation or substance-abuse counseling.
It also will allow arrest records that now remain sealed
to follow a child through adulthood, robbing him of job
prospects, higher education and citizenship opportunities.
Even if a child is not convicted, records of arrests for a vari
ety of offenses, many of them nonviolent, will be shared
with law enforcement, colleges and employers, destroying
many children’s hope for the future.
And S.10 fails to put any money into preventing juve
nile crime and keeping guns out of the hands of children in
the first place.
By treating children who commit nonviolent acts with
cruelty and violence, putting them in jail with violent crim
inal mentors, S.10 does a grave injustice. And as Geoff
warns it ultimately puts us all at risk by tuning children into
human beings who are more violent and less caring.
At Rheedlen Geoff has seen the power children have,
under the right tutelage, to turn their lives around.
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Unfinished Business
by Hugh B. Price, President

prison system is a symbol of

burgeoning

National Urban League
Early this month, the
Milton S. Eisenhower Foun
dation released a report up
dating the famous Kerner
Commission study of 1968,

discrimination. A class and
racial breach is widening
again as we begin the new
millenium."

Movement.

Civil

Rights

Martin Luther King Jr.'s
powerful insight of his "I

The Eisenhower Foun
dation study, as I said, is

Have A Dream" speech that
revolutionary changes in the

even more pessimistic.
So, I come back to my
question: Is the study right?

Our children lag behind
academically. The assault on
affirmative action threatens

Is the report's finding
true?

The apocalyptic vision
of the Biblical verse Bald
win used to end the bookGod gave Noah the rainbow

status of African Americans
were required.

sign, No more water, the fire

"1963 is not an end, but

which had surveyed Ameri
ca's racial landscape, and in

Before I answer, it's cru
cial to recognize the long

next time-took on a more
ominous tone in the late

a beginning," he declared at
the March of Washington.

a dire tone concluded that
"Our nation is moving

standing tradition of racial
prophecy the Millenium
Breach document pays hom

1960s, when the pent-up an

"Those who hope the negro
needed to blow off steam

more integrated today. So is
the corporate workplace.
The black middle class has

many of our young men to
pursue lives of crime. And,

and will now be content will
have a rude awakening if the

grown dramatically as mil
lions of African Americans

as the Southern Poverty
Law Center reported this

nation returns to business as

have risen above poverty

usual. ...The whirlwinds of

and working-class status.

month, despite the country's
economic boom, the number
of white-supremacist hate
groups has increased, not

toward two societies, one
black, one white-separate
and unequal."
The Eisenhower Foun

age to.
In fact, that tradition of
scholarly and literary warn

ger of many of the nation's
black ghettos exploded.
The sense of pessimism
those explosions produced
in some quarters were the

I say yes. And I say no.
On the bright side, col
lege campuses are vastly

dation report, The Milleni
um Breach: Richer, Poorer
and. Racially Apart, ac

ings to white America to do
right on race goes back three

backdrop to the Kerner
Commission's warning as

revolt will continue to shake
the foundations of our na

The steady economic recov
ery has slashed unemploy

centuries. In the twentieth

knowledges that progress
has occurred since the late
1960s. But its conclusion is

century it includes W.E.B.
Du Bois' classic, The Souls
of Black Folk, of 1904, and

well as its explicit recom
mendations for change.
Actually, the Kerner
Report got it backwards

tion until the bright day of
justice emerges."

ment and poverty, and
neighborhoods and down

In that regard, the Ker
ner Report formally ratified

towns that were devastated
by the riots are showing re

equally ominous.
"The Kerner Commis
sion's prophecy has come to
pass," it states. "While lead
ers and pundits talk of 'full
employment', inner city

An American Dilemma, the
massive tome published in

(perhaps deliberately, the
better to provoke action).

newed signs of life.

1943 by the task force of
scholars headed by the
Swedish sociologist Gunnar

America had been two
societies, separate and ex
tremely unequal, until the
Civil Rights Movement be

unemployment is at crisis
levels. The rich are getting
richer, the poor are getting

But the most powerful
antecedent of both the

King's insight. Ten years
ago, another massive study
of America's racial land
scape, A Common Destiny:
Blacks and American Socie
ty, noting Kerner's conclu
sion, declared that despite
important changes, "there

Myrdal.

poorer and minorities are
suffering disproportionately.
The private markei has

Next Time, James Baldwin's
searing book-length essay,

gan to compel white Ameri
ca to-fitfully, to be sure-live
up to its democratic rhetoric.
The racial turmoil of the
1960s was a consequence of
white America not moving

failed the inner city. The

published in 1962 amid the

fast enough. It confirmed

Kerner and the Eisenhower
studies may be The Fire

No, America isn't the
racial cauldron that some
feared it would become.
But for all that progress,
gaps persist, and we should
n't pretend that the Ameri
can landscape has .been

are striking resemblances
between the description of
1968 and the position of
black Americans reflected in

cleared of the systemic and
individual racism that mate
rially affects the opportuni
ties available to black peo

our findings."

ple.

Clinton's Trip To Africa Boon
For New Stock Markets
by John William Templeton
Is President Clinton
going to Africa, the first trip
by any sitting United States

lysts.
My
newspaper,
"Groit", is the only Ameri

can paper to cover those
companies on a consistent
president, in order to get as basis. However, the presi
far away as he can from Ken dent's trip, more than any
Starr
and
Monica other event, will bring atten
Lewinsky?
tion to the economic pros
Maybe.
pects of Africa, and that
We can be sure that the should mean almost imme
American press corps will diate grpwth for African
nevertheless keep him up- public companies.
to-date from now to April 5.
Individual investors are
However, your focus of best served over the long
attention should be bn the term by relying on the grow
real reason the president is ing number of Africantraveling: Africa is now the focused mutual funds. New
leading continent for the Africa Fund (NSA) run by
return on investment for Sloan Financial Group, has
American capital-an im gone up about 10 percent
pressive 28 percent yearly.
since the president's trip was
And for the foreseeable announced.
future, asset values are inex
Yet, stock prices are so
pensive enough for individ low for the companies that
ual investors and investment
clubs to make substantial
profits in the short- and long

are traded on Western
exchanges that a relatively
small amount of money can

term.
The more than 400 pub

go a very long way on a
short-term basis. The gap
between information and

licly-traded companies, on
the African continent pri
marily suffer from lack of
exposure to all but the most
plugged-in investment ana-

investor interest is nowhere
further apart than for
African companies.
An

example

is

American
Diversified
Group Inc., (NASDAQ:
ADGI), which announced
six months ago almost $100

another situation where
market perceptions have yet
to catch up to the real value.
Warren Buffett's move

million in pharmaceutical
contracts with West African
countries. The stock hardly
moved.
In February, an obvi

to buy silver started a rally
of 10 percent for Ashanti in
the last month. But Ghana is
the president's first stop, and
we can expect those who

are at an historic low-even
below the liquidation value
of the companies if sold sep
arately. This is a good place
to "buy the dips".
Investing in Africa is
the best financial move for
African Americans because

ously-frustrated
ADGI
scheduled a special briefing
for analysts on March 12.
The markets took that as a
sign that something big was
up. In the past 30 days, the
shares have grown 150 per
cent in price—however,
they're still only a nickel a
share. If one has the
patience to wait for earnings
to come ion from those
sales, additional bounces are
ahead.

take an interest in that coun
try to start with Ashanti as
an investment.

of our cultural ties and
because we have the where
withal to be' competitive.

First South Africa Corp.
(NASDAQ: FSACF) has
been acquiring South Afri
can consumer goods compa
nies and capitalizing on ex
panding markets. In less
than two years, it has been
consistently profitable and
growing both by acquisition
and sales growth.

The total foreign investment
in Africa is a mere $4 billion
and African Americans have
$36 billion in investable
income.
That 10 percent ratio is
a good rule of thumb for a
portfolio that plans for the
future of an emerging contk

Ashanti
Goldfields
(NYSE: ASL), the only
African firm on the New
York Stock Exchange, has
suffered a major drop in
share price due to the
declining price of gold. Yet,
its profits are robust, and its
upcoming production has
already been sold as futures
at a higher price. This is

Education As A Link To
Economic Independence
bv Dr. Conrad W. Worrill
In this present era of
economic and educational
onslaught against the Afri

At the core of Marcus
Garvey's program was his

This was one bf the
major problems that Garvey

urging African people to
acquire educational and eco

addressed during his life
time arid that Minister Louis
Farrakhan is addressing

can community in America,

nomic power. As he always

it is important that we un
derstand that the rise of the
African Centered Education

stated,

Movement should be linked
to our quest for economic
independence.
We must free the
'African mind' through
African centered education
al activities so that we might
better understand the impor
tance of economic selfreliance.
One model that we can
draw strength from is the
one established by the
Honorable Marcus Mosiah
Garvey and the Universal
Negro
Improvement
Association (UNIA) in the
1920s.

"A race

without

power is a race without
respect."
When we examine the
economic condition of Afri
cans in America and
throughout the world, we
find one glaring problem:

today.
Garvey understood that
the foundation of our libera
tion was economic and edu
cational independence based
on racial solidarity. There
are numerous lessons we
can learn from the legacy of
Garvey. Without economic

African people do not con
trol our economic resources
at the level we should. This
is primarily due to our mise
ducation as a people. Afri

America and everywhere

can people depend on the
European and Asian world

will continue to be at the
whims of other people.

for food, clothing and shel
ter. European and Asian

Garvey said: "You can
be educated in soul, vision

worlds are the producers,
processors, distributors and

and feeling, as well as in
mind. To see and know your

independence tied to the
acquisition of political
power, African people in

wholesalers-African people

enemy is a part of the com

are the consumers.

plete education of man...

Lonrho (LNROY) is a
British conglomerate that
owns or has interests in
more than 200 companies
on the African continent
ranging
from
Ashanti
Goldfields to Kenyan daily
newspapers. In the wake of
the failed attempt to acquire
it by a black-headed compa
ny in South Africa, Lonrho
is spinning off its African

division. Shares for Lonrho

nent. Now, you can own a
piece of the motherland
without leaving your den.

WE
WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

to close the gates of oppor
tunity again, and many
inner-city

neighborhoods

are crippled by the combina
tion if high unemployment
and poverty, forcing too

decreased, in the mid-1990s.
So, America isn't yet the
inclusive society we dreamt
-and dream-it could be.
Thus, if the Eisenhower
Foundation Report down
plays the racial progress that
has occurred, it still serves
an extremely useful purpose
in reminding us of the sig
nificant amount bf unfin
ished business still to do.

NEWS
DEADLINE IS
4 PM
MONDAY
Jordan Pleads
For Africa’s
Development
Lawyer Vernon Jordan
said sub-Saharan Africa
could be one of the eco
nomically fastest growing
regions in the world in the
near future if internal
reforms are supported by
global investment. Jordan
said that trade liberalization
and privatization taking
place in Africa needed
international financial sup
port to project the subregion to higher and rapid
economic performance.
Jordan, a close friend of
President Bill Clinton,
called for U.S. investment
in sub-Saharan Africa, say
ing the role of the U.S. is
critical to the economic
growth of the region.
He recalled that the
American dollar was re
sponsible. for the economic
recovery of Western Europe
after World War II and the
"American dollar fueled the
Asian economic miracle".
Jordan stressed that
Africa, as part of the global
trend towards democracy
and open markets, offers
unlimited opportunities for
investment and cannot be
ignored by the world.

"I know I have a lot to be
thankful for... —
but since the accident, my life
has really changed... there goes
my athletic scholarship. At least,
my lawyer can make sure I'm
compensated for all the physical
limitations of my permanent
injuries."
Accidental injuries causing per
manent disabilities can greatly
I
diminish opportunities and
enjoyment of life. As experi
enced personal injury attor
neys, we see that such disap
pointments are included when
determining fair compensation
for accidental injuries. We do not
charge for our legal services
unless your case is settled or won.

ATTORNEY AT LAW

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, 11
Tampa: 205 West Buffalo Ave., Suite IO3
Tampa, FL 33603 - (813) 237-3560
Clearwater / St. Petersburg - (813)443-1835
Bradenton / Sarasota - (813) 748-2952
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abusers; referrals and coordina
tion of health, housing and
treatment are available. Spe
cialized training seminars will
include parenting skills, family
services, HTV infection, and
AIDS. SAFEHOUSE will
also serve as a local communi
ty resource center for educa

Marilyn Buckner

tional materials.
Smiley would like for all
community agencies to work

Revisiting a safe house
If confidence and enthusi

are larger than us” (communi
ty). Problems are winnable.

asm were only formula for suc
cess, Joseph Smiley would sin
gle-handedly operate the Sgt..

Two
exciting
and
“winnable” programs are in
operation at this time, namely

Allen More Community Part
nership program, in the North

the Citizens Patrol which is
cooperation with Clearwater

Greenwood community; but

together with the Sgt. Moore
program-that would generate
long term effects in this com
munity. This includes local
churches and social organiza
tions involvement and volun
teerism.
Alcohol and other drugs in

Police Department - assist law
hard work, dedicated volun enforcement officers and keep the workplace is clearly an
teers, and community involve a watchful eye on the commu issue, in Pinellas county. A
ment, along with Smiley’s nity. This patrol empower resi 1990 countywide survey indi
commitment to improve the dents to take an active roll in the cated 54% of employers report
quality of life for residents is fight against drugs and related ed experiencing alcohol related
what will continue the success ‘crimes, in North Greenwood. problems at their workplace,
of this community-based orga The patrol takes Crime Watch and 46% reported drug-related
nization.
to a higher level, by monitoring problems.
Joseph Smiley, a professor the streets of this community
Smiley’s chairmanship is to
of economics at SPJC, is chair on foot and by automobile. identify, address and find solu
man of the Sgt. Allen Moore Two-way radios expedites dis tions to serious community
Community Partnership pro patching and accelerates police problems, in North Greenwood
gram, which was formed in response time.
- ‘no excuses’. His confidence,
1992. Named after the late
The second “winnable” enthusiasm and dedication to
police officer, the Sgt. partner program is SAFEHOUSE, of correct these problems, are
ship has sponsored several North Greenwood. Located at underway but he need the com
drug-free rallies, marches, and 1201 N. Betty Lane, this com munity to volunteer this time,
educational workshops spread munity-based support center to make their community a safe
ing awareness about alcohol will provide a variety of ser and healthy environment, for
and other drugs in this commu
nity.
Smiley’s message and cur
rent programs, are aimed at
“empowering the people” in
North Greenwood. He added
“he doesn’t tolerate excuses or
blaming”, nor “any problems

vices and support, to anyone it’s children. So “stop blaming”
directly/indirectly involved and get involved! Start by call
with substance abuse. Unlike ing 538-7225 or 462-6216, and
other such facilities, SAFE- make a difference”.
HOUSE stress family involve
Community Calendar
ment. Other services are coun Martin L. King Rec. Centerseling by professional trained Seniors Social Qub, On-going
volunteers, to recovering
Please see pg. 5

Ebony Scholars On The Move
ST. PETERSBURG-Meet
Shara Senior, Christopher Ran
dolph Lee and Keisha Amanda
Qarke.

Shara L, Senior
Shara is a Junior at St.
Petersbuig High School and
will graduate in June of 1999.
She plans to attend Howard
University in Washington D.C.
and major in Biology as an
undergraduate student. Shara
wants to pursue a career in
Forensic Science. She lives
with her parents, Mr. & Mrs.
Charles Senior.
Shara is a member of the
Spanish
Honor
Society,
National Honor Society, Spec
trum Club, Rojan Service
Club, Peer Mediation, and

Shara Senior
Society, Spartan Patrol, Youth
Alive and S.T.E.P. He has

not decided on a college as of

received numerous awards,
including the Rotary Youth
Leadership Award, Certificate

as a Physical Therapist in
Sports Medicine.
‘ Keisha is a member of the

dren’s Hospital, belongs to Del-

of Excellence in Chemistry,

Multi-cultural Committee, the

Teen

is active in her

and “Life Gets Better” Scholar

Marching Band; her church

church

as an Usher and

belongs

to

ship from Florida A&M Uni
versity. Christopher is also an

Youth Group, and is a Red
Cross Volunteer. She is listed in

accomplished

the Who’s Who Among U.S.
High School Students, and has

STEP. (Students taigeted for
Educational

Enhancement).

She does volunteer work as a
Medical Explorer at All Chil
and

their

Young

Women’s Association.

pianist

and

yet burt plans to pursue a career

received superior ratings at the
National Piano Auditions by
the National Guild of Piano

belonged to the French Qub,
Winter Guard, Chess Qub and

Teachers of America. He lives

the Fellowship of Christian

Ohio State University,College with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
of Biological Sciences, and Randolph Lee.

Athletes. Keisha lives with her

Christopher Randolph Lee
Christopher is a senior at
Lakewood and will graduate
June 4,1998. He plans to attend

seek a career as a doctor.
Christopher is a member of

Kiesha Amanda Clark

Keisha is a Junior at Boca
Ciega
High School and will
Interact Service Qub, National
Honor Society, Spanish Honor graduate June of 1999. She has

Christopher Lee

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Qarke and enjoys art and poet
ry in her spare time.

Keisha Clarke

We Welcome Your Letters to the Editor

At AmSouth, our whole approach to banking is simple. When you meet needs, relationships flourish. You need
convenience. We give you ways to bank with us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. You need value. That’s why we offer
absolutely free checking with one direct deposit per month. No minimum balance. No monthly fee. Unlimited check
writing. Absolutely free checking. Visit any branch or call us at

1-800-AMSOUTH. There’s never a charge to talk with us. You have needs. We meet needs. Life good.
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’Success Express’ Campaign Kickoff “What Is Good Health”

Forum Held At Uhuru House
ST. PETERSBURG-The
health status of the African

living as Africans ih America;

community is in a state of crisis!
We suffer and die fiom all

others are related to our own
collective outlook on what it

Some relate back to the act of

major illnesses at a rate highly means to be or not be healthy.
disproportionate to our numbers
So, what is good health?
in the populations. For too long how can we attain more of it for
this has been true and the situa more of us as we enter the twen
tion continues to worsen. There ty-first centuiy?
is a multitude of factors
Come and participate in the
accounting for this picture. discussion with: Carol Ann

Jenkin^ R

Pete Carpenter and Dr- Jimmy R.

L-R: A.R. "Pete" Carpenter, Corrine Brown (DFL) and Dr. Jimmy R. Jenkins.

Cobb, M.D., Intemist/Emer-

The event will take place on
gency Medicine; Dr. Maude E. Saturday, March 28, 1998
Scott, Herbalisl/Doctor of beginning at 12:00 p.m until
Naturopathy; Patricia Williams, 4:00 at the Uhuru House, 1245LM.T, Massage Therapist and 18th Avenue South, St. Peters
Dr. J. Carl, Director of People of buig.
Color AIDS Coalition, Inc.
If you need additional infor
Bring your ideas, experi mation please contact the
ences, input and positive ener Uhuru House at 813-821-6620.
gy! Join in the launching of the
Take Charge of Your
Uhuru Health Ministiy!!!
Health!!
neaiuiu

UT Sponsors A Campus Visit
Day For Nurses
TAMPA-Registered nurses
who want to complete a Bache
lor of Science or Master of Sci
ence Degree in Nuising should
attend a Nursing Department
Open House on Thursday, April

Theater at The University of
Tampa.
Visiting students interested
in the Bachelor of Science in
Nursing are encouraged to
bring their nursing license,

16 from 4-6 pan., in lhe Dome

completed application, includ
ing transcripts and test scores
from all colleges and universi
ties attended, resume, two pro
fessional letters of reference and

view and receive an “instant
admissions decision.”
Those attending will have

an opportunity to meet UT faculty and staff and find answers
a personal statement to inter to their financial aid concerns.

Black College Reunion Confirmed
In Daytona Beach
DAYTONA- A weekend of
both educational and fun-filled
activities have been approved
for April 16-19 for Black Col
lege Reunion (BCR) weekend
in Daytona Beach.
The producer for this year’s
event is Strategic Planning
Group (SPG) of Washington,

L-R: Bishop Richard R. Hildebrand, Bishop A.J. Richardson, Bishop Frank C. Cummings, Dr. Jimm
AUek BdinPJ^Cdekiah
AR* P<*e Carpenter’ BishoP Richard Chappelle and Bisho
^JACKSONVILLE
Dr? Jimmy R. Jenkins Sr.,
president
of
Edwards
Waters College (EWC), a
132-year-old
African
Methodist Episcopal school
that has been struggling for
survival in recent years,
announced recently a part
nership
with
CSX
Transportation Inc. (CSXT)
to triple its student enroll
ment by the end of the year
2000. As oart of the new
partnership,
CSXT
announced it will contribute
$100,000 to kick off the

'2,000 in 2000' recruitment

took the reins 13 months

and retention campaign,
called the 'Success Express'.
The announcement was
made on the EWC campus
in Jacksonville before an

ago. The college was not
making payroll, dorms were
not livable, its accreditation

audience of more than 500
people.
A.R. 'Pete' Carpenter,
president and CEO of

was put on probation and
enrollment had plunged.
CSXT's $100,000 con
tribution will create a multi
plier effect year after year
through the receipt of feder

In addition to to the
$l0O,OOO grant, CSXT will

gram called the 'Success
Express'.
Established in 1866 by
the African Methodist Epis
copal Church, Edward Wa

al and state dollars and stu

ters College is Florida's old

is designed to set Edward

dent

Waters College on the road
to self-sufficiency by the
millennium.
EWC was on the verge
of closing before Jenkins

increases. ’ For every 100

est independent institution
of higher learning, as well
as the state's first institution
for the education of African
Americans.

enrollment

students who enroll at
EWC, the college increases
its revenues and budget by
about $1 million.

Class Of ‘73 Plans Student Day Evaluations
For 25th Reunion At Eckerd College
ST. PETERSBURG-It’s
That Time! The progressive
class of 1973 presents a 25 Year

B.Y.O.B
Snacks.

Reunion oiganizational meet
ing that will include a

mates to come out and start
organizing for our 25th

Food/Drinks

and

Please invite all our class

social/happy hour.

reunion. For information, con

The meeting will take place
on Friday, April 3,1998 at 7:00
p.m. at the Coquina Key Arms

tact Barbara Nettles Robinson
at 866-3157, Athena Grooms at

Clubhouse, 5000 Coquina Key
Drive SE. Everyone is asked to

865-9573, Lou Brown at 3271234 or Darryl Moore at 3218806.

JAMES D. MARSHALL, III
Attorney & Counselor At Law

Child Support • Custody
• Divorce • Alimony
• Employment Law
550 North Reo Street, Suite 300
Tampa, FL 33609-1065
(813) 258-1434
,• Howard Frankland (Tampa Airport) Exit
• Convenient to St. Petersburg &
1 Clearwater Area

ST. PETERSBURG-The audition and examined perfor
Florida State Music Teachers mance of repertoire, sight read
Association offers their students ing, harmonization, transposi
the opportunity to receive a tion, technical skills and theory
yearly evaluation of their musi achievement, fo addition, each
cal accomplishments through student takes both a written and

Award”Students who earn the
20 point in more than one year
will receive the Excellent
Achievement in Music Award.”
Points will be accumulative
from year to year, until the stu

“District VW Student Day.” an aural theory test. Any out
Special recognition and a Cer standing theory grades will be
tificate of Achievement will be noted on their certificate.

dent obtains the 20 points and

awarded to outstanding students
through an Honors Recital on
Saturday March 28th at 2:30 at
Eckerd College.
Students participating ift

any points left over will start a
new set of 20 points.

The local Music Teachers
Association has established a

The Honors Recital will be
held at Eckerd College located
at 4200 54th Avenue South on
Saturday, march 28 at 2:30 and

point system for awarding
plaques at Student Day. Stu

dents who earn 20 points in one
these evaluations will be given year will receive the “Outstand
an appointment for a private ing Achievement in Music

is open to the public.
Contact Gloria Bolivar 3971771 for additional information.

WELCH
Accounting
A Tax
Service

TOTAL HAIR CARE

WILL
COMPETE
WITH ALL
FAST .
- Offering -

3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

Sporting events, concerts,
fashion and hair shows, a

Embry Riddle University Field

House. The winner of the tour
nament will play a team of pro
athletes and music celebrities
The 1998 BCR will feature on Sunday; ’Softball tourna
over 15 events at venues spread ment. The winner of the tour
through Daytona Beach, nament will play a team of pro
including:
athletes and music celebrities
•Career

Fair,

featuring on Sunday at Jackie Robinson
employment recruiting, resume Stadium; ’Beach volleyball
writing and career counseling tournament; ’Golf tournament;
and industry-specific seminars •Comedy shows at Peabody

Telescope
Viewing And
Laser Show At
Science Center

Auditorium; ’Hair care and
fashion shows; ’Car show and
Top name JF’s and musical acts
will perform at various night
clubs.
For information on avail
able accommodations, contact
the Daytona Beach Area Con
vention and Visitors Bureau at
(800) 854-1234 or contact the
Strategic Planning Group at
(202) 466-7700 or the City of
Daytona Beach Community
Events Department at (904)
258-4543.

Upper
Pinellas
From Pg. 4

Monday through Friday, 10:00
a.m. 2:00 p.m. Free activities
ST. PETERSBURG-The show for kids runs at 7 p.m. At Billiards, table tennis, checkers,
Science Center presents free 8 p.m., “The Doors” laser show chess, cards, field trips, darts,
telescope viewing on Saturday will play. Pink Floyd’s more! Call Lula Brooks at
April 4, from 7 p.m. until 11 “Dark Side of the Moon” runs (813) 464-6119.
p.m. Members of the St. Peters at 9 p.m.
April 1st - S.TE.P. Program
burg Astronomy Club will
Planetarium shows will run Pic Nic, Taylor Park, Laigo.
share their telescopes and at 7,8 and 9 pan.
Call James Feazell at (813)
answer questions as visitors
The Science Center is locat 588-6291 for more info.
view the night sky.
ed at 7701-22nd Avenue North, April 6 - 10 - Spring Break
The Science Center will StPetersbuig.
Camp, Martin L King Rec
also offer laser shows and plan
For more information and Center 8 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
etarium presentations. The the cost for the events , call April 10th - Easter Hi int at Pier
“Magical Music Tour” laser 384-0027.
60, Clearwater Beach, 10:00
aan.

Shear Essence

328-7189
328-7289

to create confusion over the
dates and events of this year’s
BCR. The BCR is on April 1619 and it promises to be the best
yet.”

potential employers, and net
work with alumni and fellow
students; all in a festive and
enjoyable atmosphere.

career fair and indushy net
approval to a host of activities working opportunities are all in
at its meeting last month. the final stages of development,
on sports and music;
Although several promoters according to James Day
•Performances each day at
had proposed alternate dates (Morehouse ‘79), one of SPG’s
the Oceanfront bandshell,
for the event, both City officials Managing Directors.
including music, step shows,
and SPG taigeted the time peri
“Strategic
Planning and a gospel concert;
od in which activities can be Group’s vision for the BCR
•Caribbean Festival at City
staged and hotel rooms are extends beyond providing Island Park;
plentiful.
entertainment events for the
•Three day music festival at
“The City conducted a students and alumni of Histori
Daisy Stocking Park, featuring
search for a top-flight producer cally Black Colleges and Uni
fund, “old school,” and more
for BCR and we have been versities (HBCUs),” said Day.
•Friday and Saturday night
veiy pleased by the efforts of “We envision the BCR as a
Hip Hop and R&B concerts at
SPG, said Daytona Beach convention of sorts, offering a
Municipal Stadium; »3-on-3
Mayor Baron “Bud” Asher. “I chance for students to consider
basketball tournament; »5-on-5
urge eveiyone not to be fooled career choices, meet with
basketball tournament at the

partner with EWC to devel
op a multi-faceted student
recruitment marketing pro

CSXT, said the partnershop

tuitions

D.C. The Daytona Beach City
Commission gave its final

by promoters who either did
not participate in our search, or
did not win, and who now seek

FAST REFUND - 2 -4 Days
ELECTRONIC FILING -3-4 Weeks
No Appointment Necessary During The Week
1601 Sixteenth Street South, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

PHONE: 894-0511 / 823-7910
• OFFICE HOURS •
Monday thru Friday 10:00 am to 8:00 pm
Saturday 9:00 am to 3:00 pm * Sunday — By Appointment

Miss's Pogeont
goung todies developing poise ond confidence
5 Centers w/various age groups
Compete for the crown

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG

Wildwood Recreation Center. 2650 10th Ave. So.

March 27.7 p.m. . Cost $3 Adults /under 12$1
Childs Park Recreation Center. 4301 13th Ave. So.
March 28.6:30 p.m.. Cost $2 for Adults/under 12/$ 1
Lake Vista Recreation Center. 1401 62nd Ave. So.

April 2 . 7 p.m. . Cost: $1
Frank Pierce Center. 2000 7th St. So.
April 3.6:30 p.m. . Cost: $2.50 Adults/under 12/$1
Campbell Park Recreation . 601 14th Street So.

April 4.7 p.m. . Cost: $2.50 Adults/under 12/$1
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CHALLENGER SPORTS
NCAA ATakes A Big Splash In St. Petersburg
by Allene Gammage-Ahmed
ST. PETERScuKU-Las
weekend, in what some people
would prefer calling “South St
Pete.” but to me its still m>
home and the “Sunshine City”,
16th Street South was the centei
of all excitement and attraction
for sports lovers.
The three day NCAA Bas
ketball Championship games
were held at Tropicana Stadium
where thousands of children
and adults crowded outside the
stadium as well as those who
were fortunate enough to be
front and center, under the
bright and glittering lights
inside the stadium.
The weather for the most
part turned out okay with the
exception of some rain on the
first day which of course did not
stop fans from traveling from
far and near so they wouldn’t
miss all the excitement.
In the midst of all the hyped
and screaming crowds you
could see crowd pleasers, the
fantastic cheerleaders being
tossed in the air, one in particu
lar was the vivacious Crystal
Stanley from Duke, who posed

^^^§tre^Festival

for the Challenger photograph
er, ‘Top” Lancaster. There was
also Duke’s Dancing “Devil”,
the mighty Kentucky “Wildcat,
bands, lots of food and friendly
faces like that of Councilman,,
Frank Peterman and his son,

SATURDAY, April 11 th <10 a.m. - 6 p.m,
16th Street South
FREE Admission • FREE Parking

Mayor David Fischer, Council
man Fillyau, Sports writer Nor- i
man Jones, Darryl Stephensand J
a father and daughter team I
peaking their heads through the ’
stands to give us their thoughts I
on the game, they both went for
opposing teams.
.
With only one minute and a |
half left in the game, the score
between Duke and Kentucky
was tied 80/80 the final score ,
with Kentucky leaving the
Duke’s Devils to, mourn their
loss, the score was 83/80 - Ken
tucky.
Kentucky may have won
the game, but near the end
scored very unfavorably as one
of the teams trainers pushed and
shoved a female journalist cov

ACTIVITIES

ENTERTAINMENT

Batting Cage
Fielding Ground Bails
Baseball Trivia
Carnival Games
Petting Zoo

Clowns • Puppet Show
Alumni Singers
Asian Face Dance & Karate Show
Dunde Dula West African Ballet
jazz - Gospel - Poet "Corners"

JOIN IN THESE FAMILY FUN ACTIVITIES
Sponsored by:
16th Street Business Association with support from
Tampa Bay Devil Rays, St. Petersburg Area Chamber
of Commerce, South Central Council, St. Petersburg
South Central Rotary, City of St. Petersburg,
Neighborhood Associations and volunteers.

ering the game as she came too
close to the benchline. His
actions were totally unethical
and violent in nature which has

"Together We Can Make A Difference"

definitely raised concern with
the general public and the sports
authority.
This really puts a damper on
all of the activities that took
place over the weekend during

What Do Superstars Dwight Gooden
& Fred McGriff Have in Common?

the championship games. It
makes me wonder, if there will
ever be a time in our lives and in
our city in anything that we do,
where everyone can (will) -act
civil, treat others with dignity

__

and respect and assure that the
hard work and efforts that we all
put forth to accomplish a com
mon goal is not done in vain?

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

(USD

(813)327-1900

Photo highlights will give
you an idea of all of the excite
ment that took place in the city
of St. Petersburg last weekend.

1

8:30
to 5:30"™l Monday - Saturday
“■ “ TT■■■

«

♦
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NCAA Makes A Big Splash In St. Petersburg

Dave ’s MaRket
SMALL ENOUGH TO KNOW YOU - BIG ENOUGH TO SERVE YOU!

1664 - 15th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
894-2849

CARPET STORE
lAMrM / <

ST. PETERSBURG

comer 22nd Ave. & 28th St. Worth

BAYONET POINT

Northeast comer U.S. 19, Hwy 52

7
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North Central Florida
Xiykt Of

Rosetta
Cohen
Forshee

DL

CSX Transportation Enhancing Jacksonville's
Quality Of Life

Old Testament Scripture
"And the Lord spake
virus, Toxoplasmosis, had
also infected Andre, attack
ing his weakest organ, his

unto Moses and Aaron in
the land of Egypt, saying,
'This month shall be unto

heart. In the course of just a

you the beginning of
months: it shall be the first

couple of weeks, this child
had gone from a healthy and
robust 15 year old, to one
that was hooked up to over
20 machines in hopes of
keeping him alive.

i Andre Jerome Nunn
If a person is very
Jpyky, during the course of
,,one's lifetime, someone
makes a lasting and pro
found impression on them.
In my life it was my
nephew, Andre Jerome
Nunn, the only child of my
sister, Carolyn Wright Nunn
and Reginald Nunn.
This young man was a

Through our strong
belief in God, our many,
many prayers and the help
of a brilliant medical staff,
it was diagnosed that to live
he would need a new heart.
Our prayers were answered,
and on August 2, 1990,
Andre
became
Heart
Recipient #73 at Shands,
and Marion County's first
Afro-American heart trans
plant patient.

In spite of being grave
warm and loving child. He
made everyone that ever ly ill, being in horrendous
came in contact with him, pain, taking over 30 differ
love him. His zest for life, ent medications several
his positive motivations, times a day, having to be
and his contagious smile separated from the people
will never be forgotten. and things he loved the
These are memories that
will be forever embedded in

most out of life, he never
lost his smile or his will to

my heart.

live.

His love of life, and his
concern for the welfare of
human and animal life was
his main objective. I

He faced many up-hill
battles, his recuperation was

month of the year to you.
Speak ye unto all the con
gregation of Israel, saying,
"In the tenth day of this
month they shall take to
them every man a lamb,
according to the house of
their fathers, a lamb for an
house: And if the household
be too little for the lamb, let
him and his neighbor next
unto his house take it
according to the number of
the souls; every man
according to his eating shall
make your count for the
lamb. Your lamb shall be
without blemish, a male of
the first year: ye shall take it

JACKSONVILLE-One of
the nation’s premier transporta
tion companies plays an active
role in making the region a bet
ter place to live.
In the business of caring,
CSXT makes a significant
financial contributions and inkind corporate donations that
enhance Jacksonville’s quality
of life in countless ways. Two
recent examples include the
“Rembrandt Express,” a special
CSXT train that carried 51

lhe community with students in
inner-city Jacksonville schools.

gregation of Israel shall kill
it in the evening. And they

and the Juvenile Diabetes Foun
dation, two charitable organiza
tions dedicated to making life

shall take of the blood, and
strike it on the two side

sponsored exhibition and an
expanded 1.3 mile rail trans

posts and on the upper door

portation system donated by the

post of the houses, wherein
they shall eat it. And they
shall eat the flesh in that
night, roast with fire, and

company to the Jacksonville
Zoological Gardens.
One of the area’s largest

buried, and even though he

Education by Florida Governor
Lawton Chiles.

was saddened by it's pass
ing, life went on as usual.

adding at least 10 years to
his lifetime, but God knew

with your loins girded, your
shoes on your feet, and your

Besides, preparations were
being made for his Junior

best and after 5 1/2 years,
on February 22, 1996, he

staff in your hand; and ye
shall eat it in haste: it is the

In addition to cultural
enrichment activities, like the
Zoo’s transportation system and

High Prom, and his spirits
bounced back as always.
One week before the

became
Heaven.

Lord's passover.

prom Andre came down
with symptoms similar to a
cold. On Memorial Day
week-end,
May
1990,
Andre went to his prom

would have celebrated his
23rd Birthday, this is my

even though he was not
feeling well. This was the
beginning of a long and
traumatic battle for life.
We did not know it at
the time, but that stick and
abandoned kitten was the
key to his very serious ill
ness. The doctors at Shands
Hospital of Gainesville
finally

determined

that

when the kitten died, the

On

way

in

17th

he

March

of saying

"Happy

Birthday" Andre! We love
you, we miss you, and you
will never be forgotten.
Even though God only
allowed you to stay a short
while with us, I know that
my life was made a lot bet
ter for having known you.
God knows how much
me miss you, Never shall
your memory fade, Loving
thoughts shall always wan
der, To the spot where you
are laid.

unleavened bread; and with
bitter herbs they, shall eat it.
Eat hot of it raw, nor sodden
at all with water, but roast
with fire; his head with his
legs, and with the purte-

For I will pass through
the land of Egypt this night,
and will smite all the first
born in the land of Egypt,
boyth man and beast; and
against all the gods of Egypt
I will execute judgement: I
am the Lord. And the blood
shall be to you for a token
upon the houses where ye
are: and when I see the
blood, I will pass over you,
and the plague shall not be
upon you to destroy you,
when I smite the land of
Egypt. And this day shall be
unto you for a memorial;
and ye shall keep it a feast
to the Lord throughout your

FAMU Concert
The world renowned
FAMU concert choir of Talla
hassee Florida performed at
Forest High School Auditori
um. The Marion County Ocala
Alumna Chapter has had the
privilege of presenting the
group on a yearly basis for the
past several years. The choir

song “Lift Ev’ry Voice and
Sing - audience. James W. Grif
fin gave the Invocation. Some
of the selections were:
“Madam Jounette,” by Alan
Murray; “By the Waters of

my way”.
After the conclusion of the
spirituals, Mrs. Gary asked
Mrs. Ernestine Bowels to come
to the podium. She then com
mended her for the generous
donations she's made to the

Babylon” Phillip James;
“Behold The Tabernacle of
God”,
Healey William;
“Luebeslieder”, “Rede Mad-

FAMU Scholarship fund. The
sum of $15,000 dollars. Mrs.

chen,” “Poigy and Bess” by
George Gershwin, “Summer

framed certificate to Mrs. Bow
els from the Marion County

Odell Hobbs is the director and

time”,

Dr. Marie Coley is the musi

Now”, “I got plenty O’Nothing”, “It Aint Necessarily So”,

Alumni Association for her
generous support.

and

percussion

ensemble

always stimulates as well as
fascinate the audience. Dr.

“My

Man’s

Gone

Gary presented a beautiful

her renditions at the piano.

“Bess, you is my Woman

Acknowledgements,
remarks were given by Oscar

The Mistress of Ceremony
was Jacquelyn Gary. Opening

Now” and “Oh Lord, I’m on

Brown, Jr. chapter president.

cian. She is always superb in

housewarming gifts for the
family.
CSXT’s railroad family also

from Pittsburgh’s Carnegie
Museum of Art to Jack
sonville’s Cummer Museum of
Art and Gardens for a CSXT-

morning ye shall burn with
fire. And thus shall ye eat it;

Angel

the program.
The railroad also a trustee

events benefiting Jacksonville
chapters of the March of Dimes

The doctors had said
that they were in hopes of

an

employees raised money to pur
chase furnishings and other

priceless Rembrandt etching

the morning; and that which
remaineth of it until the

up, took it home and tried to
nurse it back to health. Over
the course of several days
the kitten died. It was

special train for a nine-day cele
bration and recruiting four for

has a highly visible presence at

not see it, he would gladly
point it out to you.

had been deserted by it's
mother. Andre bundled it

other construction costs, and

gram, an initiative that matches
volunteers from businesses in

nance thereof. And ye shall
let nothing of it remain until

first few days of May 1990,
he found a sick kitten that

year, the company provided a

company in the Mayor’s Inten
sive Care Neighborhood Pro

out from the sheep, or from
the goats: And ye shall keep
it up until the fourteenth day
of the same month: and the
whole assembly of the con

a long and drawn out
process. Many times we
knew that he was in agoniz
ing pain, still his warmth
and love would just engulf
you the moment you laid
eyes on him. Andre never
gave up, he never let his ill
ness hold him back. He saw
something positive in life
everyday, and if you could

remember distinctly that
Andre was in the 8th grade
at Lake Weir Middle
School, when during the

CSXT is a prime supporter teered with HabiJax, the Jack
of Take Stock In Children, a sonville chapter of Habitat for
Florida program that offers col Humanity, to help build a new
lege and vocational school home for a deserving family in
scholarships to deserving low- the community. CSXT donated
income children. Earlier this funds toward materials and

The company has entered into a
cooperative agreement with
John E. Ford and R..L. Brown
elementary schools to provide
human and material resources
to meet their specific needs.
As individuals, CSXT
employees donate countless

employers, CSXT and its 5,000
local employees devote consid
erable human and financial
resources to programs that
focus on children and educa
tion. That commitment is evi
dent at the highest level of the

better for children. CSXT gives

about 25 percent of the total
corporate donations to both funds raised by th Juvenile Dia
organizations, and hundreds of betes Foundation during its
employees turn out for the orga major annual fundraising event
nizations’1 fund-raising walks
Employees participate each

make significant financial con
tributions.
In 1997, more than 100
CSXT local, employees volun

Dimes Walk. On average over
the past several years, the funds
donated by CSXT and its area
employees have represented

educational programs linked
with the Rembrandt exhibit,
CSXT participants in many
broad-based community outreach initiatives.

j
I

unleavened bread; even the
first day ye shall put away
leaven out of your houses:
for whosoever eateth leav
ened bread from the first
day until the seventh day,
that soul shall be cut off
from Israel." " - Exodus
12:1-15.
New Testament Scripture
"Now the feast of
unleavened bread drew
nigh, which is called the
Passover. And the chief
priests and scribes sought
how they might kill Him;
for they feared the people.
Then entered Satan into
Judas surnamed Iscariot,
being of the number of the
twelve. And he went his
way, and communed with
the chief priests and cap
tains, how he might betray
Him unto them. And they
were glad, and covenanted
to give him money. And he
promised,
and
sought
opportunity to betray Him
ANHEUSER-BUSCH

Please see pg. 9

“CSXT and its employees

hours to community service and

Governor’s Commission on

unto them in the absence of
the multitude.

Ronald McDonald House.

care about our neighbors and
each year. In 1997, 113 First year in the Day of Caring, a the future of our community,”
Coast employees raised more United Way event that utilizes Carpenter said. “We are dedi
than $30,000 for the March of volunteers to benefit its local cated to doing all we can to

company, as demonstrated by
President and CEO A.R. “Pete”
Carpenter’s appointment to the

generations; ye shall keep it
a feast by an ordinance for
ever.
Seven days shall ye eat

to Jacksonville, raised nearly
$130,000 in 1997 for the local

COMPANIES

» 1997 Anheuser-BusCh Companies.

InC.

agencies. The CSXT-sponsored
WonderlandExpress, an annual
model train exhibit depicting
Santa’s trip from the North Pole

make Jacksonville the best it
canpe, because we; re rotjust in
the transportation business we’re in the business of caring.”
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North Central Florida
Society In
Ocala

Ocala
News

by

Director, Vivian Flowers;

The quarterly session of the
Second Bethlehem Associa

Crusaders Director Deacon,
Willie
McCraw;
Food
Ministry Chair Jessie Swift;
Clothing Ministry Chair

tion will be held Saturday,
march 28 at Galilee Baptist
Church in Hawthorne, FL ses

Sherman;

sion begin 10 a.m., Dr. Fred
Mayweathers, Jr., Moderator.

Evangelism Chair, Elnora
Brown; Prison Ministry
Chair
Deacon
and

I woidd like to take this
time to tell Dr. Mayweathers,

Mission Day
The Greater Hopewell
Missionary
Society
observed its annual Mission
Day recently in Ocala. The
theme for the occasion was
"Raise a Standard: Be Bold
for Christ."
The program included
Processional by the Mass
Choir
and
Missionary
Societies;
Mistress
of
Ceremony Sharon F. Mason
of Desoto, Texas who was
introduced
by
Mother
CoraBelle

Oerstreet;

Devotion by YMA's and
Matrons; Welcome and
Occasion by the Sunshine
Band; Memorial was con
ducted by Deacon and
Deaconess Donald Flowers.
The program continued
with "Be Bold for Christ"
by
the
Crusaders;
Selections by the Mass
Choir; Liturgical Dance by
the Red Circle; Offering by
Deacon and Deaconess
James Thorpe; Solo by
Rose D. Jenkins. The speak
er for the occasion was Mrs.
Loretta
Pompey-Jenkins
who was introduced by
Mrs. Regis Boatwright of
Mt. Moriah Baptist Church
in Ocala.
Invitations
to
Discipleship came from
Rev. Richard Howard;
Words

of

Appreciation

came from Carrie V.
Woodberry and Lorene
McCants, Vice Presidents
of Mission. Observations
came from Lois Lilley,
President

of

Drummer;
Secretary,

YMA's
and
Matrons
President, Reva Green; Red
Circle Directors, Geraldine
Jackson
and
Dorothy
Shelton;

Sunshine

Band

medical calls on a rotating
basis. A series of state and

We were glad to have back Suffering,
_ St. John 19:28,
_______
Min.
with us, Bro. Austin Long, Bro. Joe Wright; Christ’s Cry of TriEugene Swift and Sis. Wilma umph, St. John 19:30, Rev.
McCraw. They have been on
the sick list but are mending
well.

Roosevelt Pinckney and
Chnst’s Cry of Soul-Commit
tal, St. Luke 23:46, Rev.
Earnest Ross.

* * * * * *

must be killed. And He sent
Peter and John, saying, 'Go
and prepare us the passover,
that we may eat.' And they
said unto Him, 'Where wilt
Thou that we prepare?' And
He said unto them, 'Behold,
when ye are entered into the
city, there shall a man meet
you, bearing a pitcher of
water; follow him into the
house where he entereth in.
And ye shall say unto the

Greater Hopewell Church
The Greater Hopewell
Missionary Baptist Church

Helen Jones.

get with them to do what needs

Family cordially invites you to

to be done. I do believe if we
give our support and funds, we

an evening of love in honor of
Mrs. Thelma Moore.

“It’s easy to be independent

would have one of the best
looking, best learning, and

The program will take
place on Saturday, March 28,
1998 at 3:00 p.m in the Fellow

when you’ve got money. But to
be independent when you you a large upper room fur
haven’t got a thing, that’s the nished: there make ready.'
Lord’s test.” Mahalia Jackson
And they went, and

A Bit of Marion County's
History
Hospital care for black
residents expanded in 1925
for Marion County with the

best-taught school in the state.

opening of the American
National
Thrift
Association's hospital on
Pine
Avenue
between
Broadway
and
Silver
Springs Boulevard. The

These are some of the pastors
out of the school: Rev. Kenneth
Brown, Rev. W. Fasion, Rev.
N. Rawls, Rev. Willie Kingcade, Rev. Carl Gadson, Dr. B.
Strickland, Rev. Leroy Jones

association operated on the
lodge
system
which

Wilson, Rev. Earl Speights,
Rev. Hardaway, Rev. Alvin
Newmones, Rev. J. Gamble,
Rev. G. Grimsley and Rev. HJ.
Boone.

enrolled members for a
weekly fee, and then they
were qualified for treat
ment.
According to records,
the lead doctor was listed as
R.S. Hughes, who practiced
medicine in Ocala until his
death in the early 1940's.
Dr, N.H. Jones was also on
the roster of doctors. The
late

Nadine

Broxton,

daughter of Dr. Hughes,
Instructor and wife of Dr. E.
F. Broxton, noted that
Munroe hospital doctors
E.G. Peek, Thomas Wallis
and H.F.Watt assisted with
the training and treatment at
the ANTA hospital. The
building was demolished in
1950 when work began on
the widening of Pine
Avenue into a major thor
oughfare.
Ambulance Service
In the 1970's, ambu
lance service made a major
change.
Before
1976,
ambulance service was pro
vided by local funeral
homes who responded to

Shady Grove Baptist Mass
Choir will be singing.

FAMOUS QUOTE

found as He had said unto
them: and they make ready

you. But, behold, the hand
of him that betrayetb Me is
with Me on the tabfe.^And
truly the Son of manjggeth,

the passover. And when the
hour was come, He sat
down, and the twelve apos

as it was determined:’ but

tles with Him. And He said

woe unto that man byjwfrom
He is betrayed!' And they
began to inquire lirfong

unto them, ' With desire I
have desired to eat this

themselves, which of ijiem

passover with you before I
suffer: For I say unto you, I
will not any more eat there

thing." - Luke 22:1-23?

of, until it be fulfilled in the
kingdom of God.' And He

May the Lord bless; you
throughout this very holy

took the cup, and gave
thanks, and said,' Take this,

season and please join! me
for a Passover observance

and divide it among your
selves: For I say unto you, I
will not drink of the fruit of
the vine, until the kingdom
of God shall come.' And He
took bread, and gave
thanks, and brake it, and

as I present a solo rebital
entitled, "Daniel Sings; for
Easter!" It will be held on

it was that should lojthis

Good Friday, Aprils 10,
1998, 7pm, at St.^anl

Where is the guestchamber,

gave unto them, saying,
'This is My body which is

African
Metladist
Episcopal Church, located
at 822 NW 7th Street, in
Ocala. There is no admis

where

the

given for you: this do in

sion fee and everyone is

passover with my disci
ples?" And he shall shew

remembrance
of
Me.'
Likewise also the cup after

prayers.

goodman of the house, "The
Master saith unto thee,
I

shall

eat

welcome! I desire"your

supper, saying,' This cup is
the new testament in My
blood, which is shed for

Rev. O. Pinkston, Rev. Cecil

Eveiyone of these pastors
are installed in a church. The
school is open to women as
well as men. All churches in the
Association should be proud.
We shouid stop thinking about
“What I can do for the Associ
ation, but what I can do with
the Association.
* * * * A

Fellowship Service
St. Paul A.M.E. and
Greater Hopewell will be in
service Sunday, March 29,
starting with Sunday School at
9:30 a.m., woiship service at
11:00 a.m. Rev. Sykes and the
St. Paul family will be in
chaige.
We had a veiy spirit-filled
service last Sunday with Rev.
J.D. Alexander of St. Peters
burg Florida delivering the
message. Some of our out-of-

If Rates
Rise, So Can
Your Interest
In This CD.

town guests, Mr. & Mrs.
Hubert Chisolm, Jr., N.Y. Rev.
& Sis. McConico Hopewell
Baptist Church, Lowell, FL.

GreAter Hopewell

The Sure Step 16-Month CD.

BAPTIST CHURCH

There’s no place to go but up with the Sure Step

DeLores Lewis, 2nd Vice
President;
Mercedes
Weathers; Secretary, Julie
Brown; Assistant Secretary,
Corresponding

Provision For his Mother, St.
John 19:26-27 Sis Brenda
Woods; Christ’s Ciy from the
Ida Lee & Pearline fiom Ponti Depths of Sorrow, St. Matt.
ac, Mich. These are sisters of 27:45-46, Min. Warren Hard
Hester Thrower.
away: Christ’s Ciy for Human

Then came
the day of unleavened
bread, when the passover

seminaiy school. We should be
ready to stop complaining, and

Presentations were made to
all auxiliaries.
Other officers include

Florence

Penitent Their, St. Luke 23:4243, Min. Keith Blunt; Christ’s

from pg. 8

Resource Person Elfreder
Thomas
and
Pauline
McCray and Librarian,

Mission.

Remarks came from Pastor
George
W.
Lee.

tor, St. Luke 23:33-34, Min.
Alex; Christ’s Promise to a

Light Of
The World

Jr. and his staff about a wonderfid job they ‘re doing at the

Deaconess James Thorpe;

Hopewell Observes Annual

Seven Last Sayings of Jesus
Christ’s Prayer for His Persecu

by James Thorpe

Florence Williams

^e’en

ship Hall.
******

CD from NationsBank and Barnett. Because no matter

United TneOlOglcal Seminary
and
Bible COllege
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351 -5029 OR 352-237-5215 «

what happens to interest rates, you’ll come out ahead. If rates rise,
you can step up to a higher rate after only six months, locking in that
higher rate for an additional 16 months, or longer. If rates go down,

federal laws increased
requirements for equipment
on vehicles and training for

you’re already locked in for 16 months at your original rate. We also

attendants and funeral
homes withdrew from pro

offer an IRA which works the same way. So stop by your nearest

viding ambulance service.
Birthday Greetings
Happy birthday greet

NationsBank or Barnett banking center to open your Sure Step CD.

ings go out to Nelson
Brook, March 29th.
Anniversary Wishes
Happy
Wedding
Anniversary wishes go out
to Mr. and Mrs. Tommie
Lee McCoy, March 30th.

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
Over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:
1105 Northwest 4th Street, Ocala, Florida 34475

Main Campus in Monroe. Louisiana

NationsBank

Barnett
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Christopher
Jenkins Graduates

Happy Workers Seeking Historical Data Chronic
Coughs Often

ST. PETERSBURG Happy Workers Day Nursery is

torical fatality is a vital link to

the history of south St. Peteis

Happy Workers infant pro
gram.

seeking help gathering histori

burg.
Its founding minister was

Any information, historical
documents, photographs, or

Reverend Oscar McAdams. In
1943, Mrs. Lillian Ramsey,

memorabilia pertaining to the
founding and early years of

first African-American realtor
in St. Petersbuig, established

Happy Workers would be
deeply appreciated. This infor

cal data and information per
taining to the original Trinity
Presbyterian Church, located
on the comer of 9th Avenue
and 19th Street South. This his

Campaign
Encourages
Employers On
W.A.G.E.S.

Christopher P. Jenkins
KELLY AFB, TX - Air complete basic training earn
Force Airman Christioher P.
Jenkins has graduated from
basic military training at
Lackland Air Force Base,
San Antonio, TX.

credits toward an associate
degree through the Cornmunity College of the Air
Force.
Jenkins is the son of

During the six weeks of Mary J. Jenkins of 3845 9th
training, the airman studied Ave. S., and nephew of
the Air Force mission, orga-Minnie T. Bryant, both of
nization and customs and St.Petersburg.
received special training in
He is a 1994 graduate
human relations.
of Gibbs High School, St.
In addition, airmen who Petersburg.

Happy Workers
Accepting Applications
ST.

PETERSBURG-In “Preparing Tomorrow’s Quali-

conjunction with the Weed& ty Child Care Professionals.”
Seed, Happy Workers Day
Applications may be
Nursery, St. Petersbuig’s oldest obtained between 9:00 a.m.
social service agency, is now and 3:00 p.m at Happy Workaccepting applications from all ers’ office which is located at
persons ages 18 to 25 for its 22 920-19th Street South. The
”eek
training
program program starts April 1,1998.
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ATLANTA-

Gateway

Mall in St. Petersburg, Ha., has
a new lease on life thanks to a
$20 million redevelopment

be, done.” Through the bill

may have seen them in your

board , campaign and other

community...big, green bill

strategies, the agency continues
to find ways to explain to

project currently under way.

employers why it’s important
to give WAGES clients an

Approximately 400,000 square
feet of shopping space will be

opportunity to be self sufficient.

constructed on the site, enticing
leading national retailers to
open stores in the demographi-

billboards statewide in 24
counties that will continue to be

The department received a
posted until June, 1998.
$296,800 savings on the 496
The billboards are part of billboards through the Horida
the WORKS for Horida Busi Outdoor Advertising Associa
ness Campaign launched in tion. The campaign is part of
February last year by Governor
Lawton Chiles and Secretaries

lhe association effort to raise
public awareness for a variety

Doug Jamerson and Ed Feaver,

of vital initiatives spearheaded

designed to encourage employ
ers to hire WAGES partici
pants. The billboards are an

by state and local agencies.

effort by the Horida Depart
ment of Labor’s Jobs and Ben
efits Centers to get the word out
about the 800 number set up
by the department to answer
questions about WAGES.

Over the past 16 months,
many efforts have been made
by the Department of Labor’s
Division of Jobs and Benefits

er MetroGroup Development
and owner Branch & Associ
ates are spearheading the
revival of the once thriving
complex, built in 1957, and set
for a March 1999 grand
reopening.
Plans call for most of the
former mall to be demolished
with the exception of Uptons,

gram to employers.
“Through a concerted

which will remain open as it

“Employers in Horida have
shown a great commitment to
hire participants, “ said Jamer

Benefits, WAGES participants
are gaining a job and self suffi

son, “yet there is still much to

cally desirable residential com
munity. Atlanta-based develop

to explain the WAGES pro

effort on our part, and the part
of the Division of Jobs and

ciency,” said Jamerson.

please call 894-5337 or fax to
us at 822-2920.

Gateway Mall
Receives Second
Life

TALLAHASSEE-You

boards with the line “Welfare to
Work Pay$” and an 800 num
ber. In fact, there are nearly 500

mation will assist us in our
efforts to have the facility
declared a historic landmark.
For further information

undeigoes major interior and
exterior remodeling. “We are
pleased to be involved in. the
redevelopment of Gateway
Mall,”

comments

Uptons

spokesperson Lynn Mimms.

“Our hope for creative living... lies in our ability to reestablish the
moral ends of our lives in personal character and social justice.”
- Martin Luther Kins, Jr.

Age Related In
Children

HOUSTON- Treatment the esophagus. Surgery may be
for children’s chronic cough required for this rare condition.
may be determined by their
Court variant asthma
age.
(CVA) results when patients
“Diagnosis for coughs last have restricted airways causing
ing longer than three weeks a form of asthma that results in

vary according to patient age,” mainly coughing rather than
said Dr. Stuart Abramson, an wheezing. Treatment includes '
assistant professor of pediatrics regular use of anti inflammato
at Baylor College of Medicine ry medicines in persistent asth
This is a positive move for
in Houston.
ma cases.
Uptons, as well as the commu
Coughs can indicate a • 18 months to age 6: These
nity. Gateway is destined to be
number of disorders, although Children most likely have
a premier shopping destination
the cause can be determined in coughs due to CVA or sinusitis,
for the St. Petersburg area and
more than 80 percent of cases, an inflammation of the mem
we are excited to be part of the
said Abramson, a physician at brane lining the facial sinuses.
progress.”
Texas Children’s Hospital.
Sinusitis is typically treated
In addition to Uptons, Pub
“It’s a frustrating diagnostic with antibiotics and deconges
lix, Eckerd and the U.S. postal
and treatment dilemma for tants,
although
surgical
service currently operate on the
both patients and physicians drainage may be necessary in
premises. These operations
alike,” he said. “But once tiie some cases. Respiratory aller
also will remain open during
cause is found, treatment is gies may also lead to sinusitis
construction and move into
usually effective.”
and should be controlled.
new, freestanding buildings
Abramson lists three cate • Adolescents: Teenage coughs
when the project is complete.
gories for childhood coughs: usually are the result of CVA,
The bulk ofthe retail strip will
Up to 18 months: The most sinusitis or are stress-related.
relocate to the rear of the prop
likely causes are gastroe For the latter, addressing the
erty facing Ninth Street, creat
sophageal reflux, aortic arch source of stress is the best treat
ing a spacious parking lot
anomalies or cough variant ment.
expected to accommodate
asthma.
“Annually, more than 16
approximately 2,000 vehicles.
Gastroesophageal reflux million physician visits by
Other significant organiza
often results in vomiting. Treat adults and children are due to
tions involved in the Gateway
ment includes keeping infants coughs,” Abramson said.“The
Mall project include general
in an elevated position, using majority of patients have only
contractor Centres Construc
cereal to thicken formula, and one underlying cause for their
tion of Wisconsin and Tampamedicine that control the regur cough.” Abramson advises par
based Alfonso Architects.
gitation of stomach contents.
ents to see their physician or
Financing is supplied by South
Aortic arch anomalies, or pediatrician whenever there is
Trust Bank.
an abnormality of arteries lead concern about a child’s cough.
ing off the aorta, mav constrict

Please, when sending in pictures to be pub
lished include names and phone numbers. Otherwise, we have no

ATTN :

WRITERS

way of knowing who they are. Thank you.

I

Publix,

SUPER MARKETS
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CHURCH NEWS
Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
prayer hour will be from 7:00
to 8:00 pm and the weekly
study will be from 8:00 to 9:00

St. Mark M.B. Friendship MB Church
Church
members of St. Mark M.B.
Church, welcomes eveiyone to

on Baptism and Holy Commu
nion. Rev. Lloyd Wright has

Sunday Services. Church
School begins at 9:30 am.

Pastor Lyons

and the Please join them delicious

church family invite you to join homemade treats.
The culminating activity
us for worship services at 8:00
and 11:00 am. The Praise for the Sunday School Depart
Team, Concord Choir and #1 ment is Evangelism Sunday.
Every peison that has enrolled
Usher Board will serve.
During the 11:00 am ser over the last three (3) months is
vice the Dollie Smith Circle #1,
Callie B. Lester Circle #2 and

expected to be present Sunday,
March 29. Power By Faith

Band and Walk-A-Thon at
10:00-11:30.

Ada Berry Circle #5 will host cal blessing to those in atten
their annual Ice Cream Social. dance. Beginning April 1, the

•April 26, Pastor’s Anniversaiy
Proper at 4:00 pm.

•April 25 Red Circle/ Sunshine

went along as strong support of
the children. The St. Mark

under the leadership of the Choirs and Pastor Evans along
Holy Spirit. The Deacons Min with Minister Kenneth Goosby

and fourth Sunday, youth train

Church Family is veiy proud of
the Children and Youth Min

New Philadelphia

3:00 pm during their Annual
Youth Musical. There were 30

Superintendent John Washing
spiritual growth. The Youth ton is in chaige. Then at 10:45
Ministry Department through am Morning Worship will
AWANA provides bible-based begin with the Deacons leading
learning activities for our devotion. The Gospel Chorus
youth. The desire for Christian will give song service, with
growth for you and your femi
Director Franklin Gray at the
ly should be the goal of every
oigan, accompanied by Vivian
Christian. Transportation is
Green at the piano. Hie Usher
provided. You are encouraged
board No. 2 will serve. Pastor
to attend our Thursday Noon
Brown will deliver the mes
Day Bible Study 12:00 to 1:00
sage.
pm. Bring your Bible and writ
Announcements
ing tools. Meet us for Saturday
March 22,1998 was Youth
Midday Prayer Hour, 12:00 to
Sunday at St. Mark. The Chil
1:00 pm.
dren and Youth opened the ser
Calendar
vice with devotion which was
• April 3, Church Business
led by Lucious Taylor, Corey
Meeting at 7:00 pm.
White, and Clark Hazley. The
• April 11, Easter Egg Hunt at
Junior ushers served, and the
1:00 pm.
children and youth choirs gave
• April 12, Easter Program and
song service. The responsive
Josephine Childs Bake Sale at
reading was led by Ruby Tay
9:30 am.
lor and a veiy heartfelt wel
• April 18, Pastor’s Anniver
come was given by little Joshua
sary and Prayer Brunch at
11:00 am-1:00 pm.

Pearlie Haden Circle #3 will commitments has enabled us to
lend leadeiship for the Mission meet our goal. Join us 9:30 am
and the Laymen service. Pastor Sunday mornings.
Lyons will bring the Message
The Wednesday night Nur
of Mission. Immediately fol ture For Baptist Churches
lowing Mid-Morning Worship (NBC) continues to be a bibli

bible study at 7:00pm
• Tuesday Senior and Special

children and youth in atten
dance and 23 adult members

with us at our temporaiy loca Ushers Ministiy will greet and
tion, 801 6th Avenue South,St. seat you. Our Church Sunday
Petersbuig, FL. The first wor school will begin at 9:30am.
ship service begin at 8:00 am.
Special Activities
and the second service start at
The Fifth Sunday Rally
11am. Come and enjoy Pastor will present a service that will
Evans bring the written word include all of Friendship’s

St. Mark also gave song service
at the Macedonia Baptist
Church in Rubonia, Florida at

prepared a profound study for

Rev. Henry J. Lyons

with a special presentation

King (4 years old).
The Children and Youth of

Rev. Brian Brown and

pm. The April study will focus

Pastor John A. Evans Sr. istry will lead in prayer and
and the Friendship Missionary praise service. The Special
Baptist Chuch femily welcome Chorus will render songs and
you and the public to worship praises and the Fifth Sunday

istry for their dedication to
serving the Lord.
Ministiy Schedule
•Monday at 6:00 pm Children/Youth
• Tuesday at 7:00 pm Teachers
Meeting and at 8:00 pm Male
Chorus
• Wednesday at 4:00 pm to
6:00 pm Tutoring for all School
Aged Children.
• Thursday at 10:30am Senior
Hour of Power and at 7:00pm
Prayer Meeting and Bible
Study.
• Saturday at 6:30 pm Junior

fiom the Evangelism depart
ment.
• Monday Prayer meeting and

Choirs Rehearsal at 7:30pm
• Wednesday Noonday Bible
Study at 7:30 pm and Fellow
ship Choir rehearsal.
• Saturday before the second
ing at 11:00 am.

The fifth Sunday of Lenten
Season will be sacredly shared
by all worshippers for Mission

observance. At mid-moming
woiship, Tia Murphy will be
messenger. An integral part of

games. Guest of honor for all

emphasis service. This high,
holy Christian event is

this service will be expressions

are expected to be present by

observed throughout a forty
(40) day period. During this
time, believers spiritually
examine extent of their com
mitment in identifying and imi
tating practically, who they
already are positionally in
Christ. .
Women’s histoiy month is
continuing focus of religjous

events is brother Leroy Monroe
of Bay Pines. All participants

of tribute to past and present 9:30 a.m.
“SHEroes. All members are
A reminder is given to all
requested to wear casual white parents and children who will
for this fifth Sunday worship take part in “kite-flying” event.
experience.
Men and boys will have This activity is being held joint
their monthly ministry meeting ly with Sanderlin Family Cen
on Sunday morning prior to ter. Time is Saturday,10:00 a.m.
Wisdom School study. Plans at the Center.
will be made for periodic out
ings to major league baseball

Women

Friendship
Missionary Baptist

Unity Temple OF Truth Church
511 Presoott St. S., St. Petersburg, FL33712
The Church of the “Dailv Word”

KINGDOM BUILDERS' CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Rev. Melvera
Hinton Brown

St. Jokn Missionary Baptist Ckurck

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.
1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707
Church: 327-8072
Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

1500 N. Pennsyl[vania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Church Phone: 443-1945 Parsonage: 446-6056

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church

Rev. Fleming Tarver, Pastor

Sunday Services
Sunday School ................................................................................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning VCorskip...............................................................................................11:00 a.m.
Baptist Training Union .................................................................................5:00 p.m.
Evening Worship................................................................................................. 6:00 p.m.

2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228

Weekly Services
Bikle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting fr Bible Study, Wed nesdav 7:00 p.m.

Tke ckurck wkcrc everybody is somebody and Ckrist is all.

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor

New Faith
Free Methodist Church
2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL

Macedonia Freewlll Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary BaptiSt Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Dr. J.L. Holloway
Sunday School................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship

..............................10:£5 a.m.

Evening Worship

... 6 p.m.

Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer

First Baptist

lNSTlTUTlONAL

Meeting & Teachers Meeting

3144 Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

We welcome you at all times

Phone: 323-7518

Church

Bethel African Methodist
Episcopal Church
912 - 3rd Avenue North • Phone: 822-2089

Rev. Wayne G. Thompson, Pastor
Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ
419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church
Prayer Tower Church OS God In Christ

919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Rev. Charles Robinson, Pastor

955 20th Street South, St. Petersburg, FL33712
Phone: 894-4311

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL

Rev. Wilkins Garrett, Jr.,
Pastor
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CHURCH NEWS
Sing Unto The Lord A New Song!
A Musical Techniques Seminar featuring
renown performing artist and workshop leader
Geraldine Watlington will take place Saturday,
March 28th, from 9am-4pm at Bethel Community
Baptist Church, 1045 16th Street South, St.
Petersburg.
Her professional life began at the age of nine
when gospel impressario James Cleveland featured
her as a soloist on the now classic album 'Peace Be
Still'. Among her credentials, she counts three con
certs at Carnegie Hall in New York, guest appear
ances on numerous national television shows and a
run of European/African tours where she consistent
ly received rave reviews.
Her vocal/music workshops combine traditional
and innovative concepts in gospel music and are in
demand and always well received.

Geraldine Watlington
ST. PETERSBURG-The

Watlington. Ms. Watlington is

Mass Choir of Bethel Commu
nity Baptist Church invites the

an anointed gospel singer who
has sang with the late James
Cleveland as a soloist on the

?ntire community to their
musical techniques seminar on
Saturday, March 28 from 9

now classic album Peace Be
Stilt

a.m. to 4 p.m. The featured
workshop leader is the renown
performing artist Geraldine

Registration will begin at
8:30 a.m. until 9:30 a.m. Lunch
is included in the registration

fee. Minister of Music Richard
Guess promised that this will
be an experience you’ll never

with conviction, expression:
freedom in the spirit, pivotal
roles in ministry: The Minister

ever forget. Music as a min
istry - Is this where I belong?

of Music, are just a few of the .

Anointing, vocal technique,
discipline, pivotal roles in min
istry:
The
Director/Directress,

Choir
diction

Shepherd’s Men
Basketball Ministry
The Shepard Men Basket
ball Ministry completed its reg
ular season games of play at
Lake Vista Community Center

be the guest speaker, lhe pub
lic is cordially invited to come
out and be apart of the fellow
ship, share in the God’s word

this past Saturday. They are

and support these spiritual men
having their Post Season Ser of wisdom who has shown
vice on March 29, 1998 at courage, dignity, action, and
Bethel Community Baptist vision.
Church located at 1045 16th
There will be a very impor
Street South. Rev. Dennis tant meeting for all Shepard
Hagins Sr. of Greater New Men Advisory Committee
Bethel from Ocala, Florida wi 11 Members on March 28, 1998

at 9:00 am at Greater St Paul
M.B.C., before the Post Season
Service scheduled for this Sun

seminar topics on the agenda.
Come and leam! For addi
tional information, please call
the church office at 896-6722.

Greater
Mt. Zion
A.M.E.

Free Methodist Church cele
brated their Sixth Annual
Women’s Day on Sunday,
March 22, 1998 at 11:00 am.
Keynote speaker was Mrs. Lil
lie McGarrah, Principal of
Largo Central Elementary
School, and a member of First
Institutional Baptist Church.
Mistress of Ceremony was
Mrs. Delores Whitehead, Area
leader at Madison Middle
School in Hillsborough Coun
ty. Mrs. McGarrah delivered a
dynamic

speech

centered

around the theme of “African
american Women Making a
Difference-Year 2000”. A
record crowd of members,
friends and other guest were
present, making lhe day one of
the laigest ever attended. Mrs.
Teresena Biyant was chairper
son, and Mrs. Mary Oliphant
was co-chairperson. Several
members were awarded
plaques of appreciation for
their love and dedication to the

was given special tribute as
being the oldest member of the
church and an original Charter
member, Mrs. Delores Presha,
Mrs. Hattie Williams, Mrs.
Angela Harper, Mrs, Thelma
Johnson, Mrs. Joanne Blanche,
and Mrs. Earlene Smith. The
afternoon program featured the
“Miss Teen New Faith Con
test.” Lakeisha Mobley spon
sored by Group I - Mrs.
Delores Presha Captain; Crys
tal Whitehead - Group II Mrs. Alice Long Captain; Dannieele harper - sponsored by
group HI - Mrs. Rosie Coffee
Captain; ;uid Sheena Williams
- sponsored by group IV Mrs. Idella Whitehead Captain.
The winner was Group I Lakeisha Mobley, Group II
was second place winner,
Group III, third place and
Group IV fourth place. Miss
Lakeisha Mobley wascrownd
“Miss Teen New Faith 98”.

Lillian MicGarrah

L-R: Lounell Britt and
Mattie Gardner.

The Laymen’s Oiganiza
tion of Greater Mt. Zion
A.M.E. Church, 919-20th
Street South, cordially invites

everyone to share with them in
recognizing the “100 Distin
tee member please be in atten guished Men” of St. Peters
dance for this important meet buig. This event will be held on
ing. llie schedules for the play- Palm Sunday, April 5th at 5:00
offs will be discussed at this in the evening. The President is
meeting. Thank you, may God Mrs. Jessie M. Wells and Rev
erend Charles Robinson is the
bless and keep you until we
p^tor. We welcome you tpt
meet again!
come out and support us in this
recognition program. For infor
mation call (813) 822-4450.
day. Larry Williams, the Direc
tor is asking that every commit

Bealsville Church Of God

Sixth Annual Women's Day

All Nations Church Of God By Faith
3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St Petersburg, FL
327-5926 ♦ 327-2656

Plea&ant tyuu/e

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor

Raptid Gkusialt

2006 Hollomon Road, Plant City, FL (So. of Hwy. 60)
Between Smith Ryals and Holloman Roads
Elder Martin Rainey, Pastor

1 .7 37.1 74A

Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

2901 Fifth Avenue S.

St. Joseph Church

Galilee Missionary
Bantist Church

The Holy Ghost Church of God
Purchased With Hls Blood

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg
CatholiC Diocese of St. Petersburg

St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Bishop W.D. Holey. Pastor
Sunday School

SUNDAY SERVICES
.........................................irS a m

ypww.................................................

Evening Worship........................................ 7:30 p m.

6:O9 prnRev. Earnest Jones, Pastor

Tuesday, Bible Band 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Prayer & Worship Service 7:30 p.m.

With Allah's Name,
The Merciful Benefactor,
The Merciful Redeemer

Masjid Al-Muminin
Islamic Services

Friday & Sundays at 1 p.m.
3762 18th Avenue South, St. Pete
GRACE

fellowship center

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

4?40 Central Avenue « St. Petersburg, FL337H • (813) 328-9412

GRACE
FELLOWSHIP
CENTRAL

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020

Father Callist Nyambo

Stewart-I som Memorial Christian Methodist
EpiscopaL Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712’
(813) 327,-0593

Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Sunday School .........9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............11:00 a.m.

Rev.. Calvin Hopkins

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Bethel Community
Baptist Church

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church
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CHURCH NEWS
Traveler’s Rest Moore’s Chapel Church
The Mission of Traveleis
Rest Missionary
Baptist
Church is to exalt the savior

at 7:00 pm. All members are
asked to please be present and

and to lead people to Christ.
Rev. Browne and the Traveler’s

on time.
Deadline for the ads and
patrons for the souvenir book

Rest Missionaiy Baptist
Church Family would like to

let will be March 30,1998.

invite eveiyone to come out

sale and the cost of the tickets
are $20.00 for adult and $10.00

Banquet ticket are now on

and worship with them on Sun
day. Sunday School begins at
9:30 am followed with Mid-

for children.
Rev. Baibara Bonner of
Greater Grand Central Baptist
Church will be the Guest

Morning Woiship Service at
11:00 am. Transportation can
be provided for anyone by call
ing the church at 822-4869 and

eveiy Wednesday evening at
7:00 pm. Dinner will be served
before the service. Dinner will
be served at 6:00 pm and praise
and worship will begin at 7:00
to 7:30 followed with Bible
Study at 7:30-8:30 pm.

20th St. Church Of
Christ’s Third Annual
Men's Seminar

The seminar stressed being
a strong person in the Lord,

Makes you a better person in
the community. The seminar

Travelers Rest is currently
making plans for their church’s
54th Church Anniversaiy. Sis.
Betty Andrew is asking that all

proved to be informational, as committee members that are
well as spiritually enlightening. involved in the planning of this

Bethel A.M.E. Church
The Bethel AM.E. Church will feed the homeless begin
Family wish to invite all to join ning at 4:00 to 6:00. The Presi
our Sunday School Sunday at dent of Lay is asking for all Lay
9:00 am. The Senior Mission members to come out and
ary Society is in chaige of the assist doing the day.
morning service on Sunday
Bethel Weekly Activities
March 29, 1998. The speaker • Monday : New Member
for this service will be our min Class 6:00 -7:00 and Boy
ister of music, Minister Isaac

Scouts 6:30

Ruffin. The Mass Choir will
sing. The Lay Organization

• Tuesday: Prayer and Qass
Meeting 6:00 - 7:00 and Bible

Study 7:00 -8:00 pm.
• Wednesday: Mass Choir
Practice 7:00 and Noon Day
Bible Study.

special event to please be pre
sent.
All new members of Trav
elers Rest are encouraged to
attend the new membership
orientation. Orientation is held

charge of the service. The
speaker is Sister Mozell For
tune, conference branch Presi
dent of Tampa, FL. She is a

during the Missionary Society
Program which will be held
during the 11:00 worship ser
vice.

Ronald Fortune is the pastor.
Sister Fortune is a graduate of

Other Activities for the Week

Manatee Community College
in Real Estate. She is a retired

leaving a message.

gram will consist of other guest
and
church participants.
Lynette Buchanan is the mis

sionary President.
the 29th, Missionary Sunday
The 11:00 am Young Peo
8:00
am.
The
Daisy ple Department invites you to
Pierce/Fannie Williams Mis their family and friends day as
sionary Society will be in they present another one of

member of St. Stephens
A.M.E. Church, of Bradenton,
FL Where her husband, Rev.

Speaker on Sunday 29, 1998

Bible Study will be held

Rev. M. Mason Walker and
Moore’s Chapels Church Fam
ily welcomes you to their ser
vices this 5th Sunday in March,

Para Professional after 23 years

their fine programs with a skit
‘To All the World” Sandra
Williams is the Y.P.D. Director.
Music for both 8:00 and 11:00

8th chapter verses 31-33, St
Mark 9th chapter 1st verse..
Rev. Walker and Moore’s
Chapel family will worship
with Greater Light A.M.E.
Zion Church Family 1400-9th
Street So. Sunday March 29th
at 3:00 pm. Rev. Harry Jones is
the pastor.
Moore’s Chapels Young
People Department will spon
sor a yard sale, Saturday,
March 28th on the church

am services will be provided by
the African free-singers accom

south parking lot boards or aux

panied by musician Michael
Melvin, the Youth Ushers will

tables for sale items. You may

serve.
Church School will begin
at 9:30 am and Superintendent
in Chaige, Mose Phillip Bell.

• Mid-Day Bible Study at
11:00 am and Senior Citizens
Fellowship at 6:30pm.
• Saturday, March 28, 1998

of seivice at Tillman Elemen
tary School of Palmetto,FL.
She and Rev. Fortune are the

son, “ Knowing him and fol

Evangelism Going Out Meet
ing at 11:00 am and Deaconess

parents of 3 sons, 2 daughters,
and 23 grandchildren. The pro

lowing him” St. Mark 8th
chapter verses 27-30, St. Mark

Jamie Wilburn , Assistant
Superintendent assists the les

iliaries may purchase space or
contact Sister Delores Baker at
866-8117 or Sister Janice
Howard at 323-8232.
Moore’s Chapels noon day
service is Wednesday at 12:00
pm and Evening prayer service
and bible study on Wednesdays
at 7:00pm.

Meeting at 10:00 am
• Tuesday, March 31, 1998
Mass Choir Rehearsal Meeting
at 7:00 pm.
• Wednesday, April 1, 1998
Praise and Worship along with
Bible Study will be conducted
during the service. Pulpit Aide

Prayer
Helps

will be in charge of the service.

every Sunday morning begin• Thursday: Youth Church at iing at 9:30 am.
Monthly Business Meeting
6:00 pm.
will be held on March 27,1998

First. Mt. Zion
Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 18th Avenue S, St. Petersburg, FL

Reg. Bragg L. Turner, Pastor

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn
Rev. M. Mason Walker, Pastor

321-3545
FIRST Mt. PILGRIM EVANGELIST
MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH, INC.
2700 - 5th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Reverend L.P Davis, Pastor
Home Phone: 345-3121

Travelers Rest
MlSSlONARY BAPTlST CHURCH
2183 22nd Avenue South, St. Pete, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 894-5094

ginday Worship

Sunday School ........... 10:o0 am Baptist Training Union.4:30 pm
Morning Worship
11:30 am Evening Worship............6:00 pm

Antioch Church
PH # 866-3842
4601 34th Street South
,

Wednesday Prayer Meeting anil Bible Study ....................
Friday Evening - Youth Meeting............................

(Howard Johnson's)

Rev. Donald F. Browne

..7:00 pm
..6:30 pm

The Church That Welcomes Everyone!

Rev. Michael A. Hawkins, Pastor
Sunday School.......................................10:00 AM
Morning Worship.................. .................11:00 AM
Prayer Meeting/Bible Study
........................................................ Tuesday 7:30 PM

10th Street Church Of God
207 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

Church Theme: "Rise Up And Walk"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministry (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Proble. ns
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

(813) 894-5246 / 823-1619
SATURDAYS

Sunday School....................................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship.............................. li;00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study...........................................7:15 p m
Evening Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday).. 6:00 p.m.
Rev. Chester L. James, Jr. - Pastor
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

New Mt. Olive Primitive Baptist Church

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 - 22nd Avenue South • St. Petersburg, Florida 33712
(813) 327-8560

9:00 AM..........................................................................................Prayer Time
9:30 AM....................................................................................Sunday School

11:00

20th Street
Church Of
Christ
820 20th Street South
St. Pete, FL
Home: 896-8006

............................................. ......................................Worship

12:30 PM................................. ................................Alter Service Fellowship
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
You are inviied to share spiritual nurturing, preaching of the Gospel and a

ST. MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
Dr. FredericU D. Terry

Christian community for everyone

1301 - 37th Street South, St. Petersburg,, FL

’^biladelpbia Community Cburcb

Tfee Reverend Don A.

Gaskin, Pastor
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MORE CHURCH NEWS
The Christian
Rev. Chester James Awarded Florida Senior Adult
Generation Center
Of H.O.P.E.
Congratulations to Rev.
Chester L. James, Jr., Pastor of
10th Street Church of God for

The Christian Generation
Center of H.O.P.E., is sponsor
ing a Pre-Easter Spiritual Feast,
on Saturday, April 4, 1998,
from 12:30-3:30pm. This PreEaster spiritual Feast will be
held at 1434 Prescott St. So. St.
Petersbuig Florida, everyone is
welcome to attend, to enjoy a
feast of the word, liturgical

dancing, healing, deliverance,
gospel music, testimonies, food
and egg hunt. Qothing will be
available for those interested.
The admission fee is your pres
ence. The center is under the
auspices of Minister Clarice
Pennington, Founder/Director.
For additional information,
please call 823-3255.

Save.
A Jddfi.!!!

being awarded Florida Senior
Adult of the year by the Florida
State Association and the 15th;
Avenue Seniors of Ft. Laud
erdale, FL. A beautiful Banquet
was held in his honor for ser
vices rendered to the Fla, State
Association Church of God.
On March 9, 1998, a plaque
was presented to Rev. James by
the State Chairman. Plaques
were also presented to Rev.
James C. Eubanks and the Pas
tor of The 15th Avenue, Dr.
Elbert Williams. Rev. James
was accompanied to Ft. Laud
erdale by his wife, Bertha
James, Carrie Brown, Edna

L-R: Rev. James Eubanks, Dr. Elbert Williams, Mrs. Atkins and Rev. Atkins.

L-R: Rev. James Eubanks, Bertha James, Honoree
Rev. Chester James and Diana Eubanks.

Manuel and Ann Roberson.

by: Yvette Crews,
R.D., L.D.
Often, it s not what you eat; but plenty of grains (starches), vegit show much you eat. With the etables and Suits, and one in
exception of pregnant women
and individuals who can’t gain
weight due to medical or
genetic reasons, regular portion
sizes are recommended for the

which salt, sugar and alcoholic
beverages are used moderately,
For example, 3-5 servings of
vegetables and 6 or more servings of starches. A serving of

rest of us. This is determined by
your height, weight and activity. According to the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans

fruits, vegetables or starches is
similar to an average size first,
Again, the amount you eat
should be based on your height,

(including Blacks), we should: weight and activity,
eat a variety of foods, maintain
Here are suggested weights
a healthy weight (see chart for individuals 19 and over,
below), choose a diet with

L-R: Edna Manuel, Carrie Brown and Ann
Roberson.

African Roots Stetson ’U’ Sponsors
Are In St.
The News Media And
Petersburg
The Community Forum
kJ X •

ST.
PETERSBURGAfrican Roots is a new compa
ny that sells heritage proud
products to the African-Ameri
can community. The companies
most popular item is the
“Afiimerican Freedom Flag”,

can flag, but with the continent
of Africa imposed over the star
section of the American flag.
The African colors are in th out
line of the African continent,
and the word “Afrimerican”, in
white letters, are spelled out ver
available on bumper stickers, tically down the continent. Off
to die right of the stars, written
license plates, and T-shirts.
The Afrimerican Freedom diagonally over the stripes, in

X 1-.1

1VU

are invited to a very important
Source: Dietary Guidelines For Americans
community event. “The News
Media and the Community - A
Volusia Vision Dialogue.” This
To maintain your present reduce or quit smoking. And,
half day forum will be held
weight: Multiply your current regardless of your risk, each of
April 1,1998 from 1 p.m. to 5
weight by your activity. Cur you should be involved in
p.m. in Elizabeth Hall on cam
rent weight x 10 (not active): some form of exercise. Walk
pus of the Stetson University.
ing
is
best,
and
it
doesn’t
cost
desk work
This event is a project of Volu
Current weight x 15 (moderate anything.
sia Vision, presented by Stetson
I thank you for reading the
ly active)
Flag gets it’s name from com bold black lettering are the
University, Bethune-Cookman
SAVE
A
LIFE
articles
that
: Current weight x 20 (very
bining the words African- words, “African Roots, Ameri
College and the Volusia Chapter
were printed in commemora
active =_7. calories per day.
American and the phrase can Bom”.
of the Florida Public Relations
To loose weight, reduce tion with National Nutrition
“African Roots American
African Roots is a company
Association.
Month.
your caloric intake.
Bom”. The Afiimerican Free that is making a name for itself
Few people would argue the
I hope that you will or have
One final note, individuals
dom Flag is very beautiful. The all over the U.S. and will one
news media pay an essential
at risk for heart attacks should SAVED A LIFE!
flag looks similar to the Ameri day be a household name!
role in our democratic process.
GOD BLESS!!!!
leam to manage stress, and
The “Fourth Estate” has, for the
most part, understood its awe
some responsibility and has
been respected and appreciated.
Thursdays, April 9-May 14
ST. PETERSBURG-”A Pinellas County. These will noleBlvd., Largo.
However, today, the news
Thursdays, April 9-May 28 from 10-noon at Bay Pines
bereavement support group is include:
media is under increasing
from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Hos Medical Center Nursing Home
North Pinellas County
often an excellent tool to help
someone in grief,” says Marion Thursdays, April 9-14, 5 to 7 pice’s Main Community Ser Facility, 10000 Bay Pines
Demers, a bereavement coun p.m. Hospice’s North Commu vice Center, 300 East Bay Blvd., Bay Pines.
selor with The Hospice of the nity Service Center, 3335 S.R. Drive, Largo, (For adult chil Mondays, April 13-May 18,10-

Hospice Offers New Support Groups

584 (Shoppes at Clover Place)

dren who have lost a parent). a.m. to noon at the Sunshine

Palm Haibor.
Central Pinellas Countv
Wednesdays,
April 1-May 20
in need of support to consider
joining such a group. It’s a won from 6 to 8 p.m., Hospice’s
derful way to share your feel Main Community Service Cen

Fridays, April 10 -May 15 from Center, 330 5th Street North, St.
10 ,m. to noon at the Largo Petersbuig.

Florida Suncoast. “I would
encourage anyone who has
recently lost a loved one and is

Library 351 East Bay Drive,
Laigo.

Although there is no pre
registration necessary to attend

South Pinellas County

any of these groups, people
Thursdays, April 2-May 7 from interested in participating
4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Gullport Multi- should plan to enroll by the sec
Purpose Senior Center, 5501 ond session.

ings with others and begin a

ter, 300 East Bay Drive, Largo

healing process."
Hospice will be starting sev

(For parents who have lost a
child).

eral new bereavement support
groups which people may join
in April in various parts of

For additional information
Thursdays, April 2-May 7 from 27th Avenue South, St. Peters
call Hospice’s Bridges Program
2 to 4 p.m. at First Christian burg.
at 586-4432.
Church of Largo, 1645 Semi-

Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900
Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C&C Hair Design
447-3090

321-4840
A-Queen Beauty Salon

327-5241

-I—

i-n i

ple believe the influence of the considered one of the country ’s
news media is so profound that leading experts on the new civic
it’s the news media which actu journalism trend: Bill Maxwell,
ally sets the agenda for commu a syndicated columnist from the
nities. While this may be an St. Petersbuig limes; and Cole
extreme view, there is little Campbell, the editor of the St.
doubt the news media shapes Louis Post-Dispatch. Following
the images and perceptions of our impressive presenters, stu

dents trom Stetson University
and Bethune-Cookman College
will discuss the findings of their
opinion survey of local leaders
on the subject of the news
media. Moderated by Ken
Bode of Washington Weekly,
the forum will conclude with an
opportunity for you to interact
with other community leaders
and our panelists in what we
hope will be a thought-provok
ing, audience participation dis

cussion.
The purpose of “The News.
Media and The Community-A
Volusia Dialogue” is to raise the
level of understanding, analyze
trends, solicit a variety of opin
ions and encourage introspec
tion and thoughtful ongoing
dialogue. Don’t miss the oppor
tunity to be a part of what
should be a very interesting and
worthwhile half day.

e must use time creatively, in the knowledge
that the time is always ripe to do right.”

REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser
HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?
Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God given power to help you
overcome your problems no matter how big or small.

321-9322
' Center Stage Umsex Salon

Don't fail to call or write to her today.

You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

ArtisbC Hair Fashion

XTXU11J

that neither th news media nor
its sources can be trusted.
‘Tabloid journalism,” the dom
inance of the police blotter on
television newscasts, the blur
ring of the lines between news
and opinion on talk shows, and
some op-ed columns are con
tributing to a public “turned off’

She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or
false; How to gain the love you most desire, control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky
numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She
will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,
luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
helped and freed from all your troubles?

Professional Hair Care Products

Carla's Hah? Affair
321-6802

xSr me wiuer
world. The role of the news
media is a subject of great
debate across America. Journal
ist themselves are scrutinizing
their profession and debating
whether they are seen as a cause
or a solution to today’s prob
lems.
“The News Media and the
to both the news media and its Community” is a forum
keynoted by Washington Post
subject matter.
columnist
David Broder. Join
The way the news is shaped
by the news media can have ing Broder, the distinguished
enormous consequences for panelists include New York
communities. In fact, some peo University’s Dr. Jay Rosen,
OV1UIU1J,

Creative-N-style

327-4074
Helen's Beauty Salon ;

327-5182
Robert's Hair Salon

Emeraid Gty

866-7070

447-4548

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581
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ENTERTAINMENT
Keith Washington
cult time in my personal life
and I was expressing that even
though we had problems, I
wanted to let my woman know
that I loved her. I got emotional
when it came time to record
that song because it was hon
estly how I felt.”
To his third album, Keith
Washington brings a wealth of
experience as a chart-topping
recording artist and dynamic
performer. A native of Detroit,
home to many of music’s leg
endary soul stars, Keith was
first ‘discovered’ by family
membeis who overheard him
singing to a James Brown
record when he was just six
years old. His obvious vocals
skill brought him his first gig,
performing on a show in Cana
da with a then-unknown Bren
da Russell and appearances on
a local Detroit T.V. program.
The winner of numerous talent
shows as a member of various
local groups during his teens,
Keith began his professional

Keith Washington
BURBANK, CA - He
brings passion, honesty and
sincerity to every song. He
combines all the elements of
traditional soul singing with a
contemporary ‘90s approach.
Sexy, sensitive, suave, he capti

ed with the first two albums,
which were heavy on ballads.
I’m proud to say that I think we
pulled it off the album has a real
good mix of slow jams, midtempo

tunes

and

strong

career in earnest when he
began touring with Detroitbased R&B favorites, The Dra
matics. When the group’s pro
ducer Don Davis heard him, he
invited Keith to hang out at
'nited Sound, one of the city’s
p studios and after doing a
vocal session for funk king
Contributing to the lyrical
Geoige Qinton on a Funkadelauthenticity of the new album,
ic record, Keith had no doubt
Keith shares that serveral of the
songs he co-wrote for the pro about his career path: “Doing
ject have and autobiographical what I loved and getting paid
twist, ‘Take the song ‘I can’s for if too? Hey, then I knew
Put You Down.’ That’s based music was the right thing for

grooves,” ..
vates female audiences every
The co-writer and co-pro
where with his smooth deliv ducer of almost all the material
ery, while verbalizing the senti on the album, Keith brings his
ments of male listeners through distinctive vocal style to stand
the lyrics of his songs. Through out ballads like “You Let me
his first two best-selling albums Down,” “I Can’t Put You
he established himself as one of Down” and “Only You,” while

on a true story; It’s about telling me.”
A fine mix of contempo
a woman I’m involved with
rary
and traditional R&B, KW
that I think even though we
showcases
the many musical
really care for each other, it
would be better for her to let go skills of this multi-talented
because I can’t provide the kind singer, songwriter and produc
of commitment she wants. er.

the decade’s true soul men and
now Keith Washington is back
with a third album that reaf

offering his unique brand of

‘Only You’ is also very person

smouldering sensuality to cuts

al. I was going through a diffi-

firms his status as a solid hitmaker.

hypnotic first single) and an

Combining his expressive
ness as a first rate balladeer
with his ability to lay down a
slammin’ groove, Keith show
cases the full range of his musi
cal talents on his debut album

like “Bring it On” (the album’s
upbeat remake of the Marvin
Gaye ‘70s classic “You Sure
Love To Ball.” Reprising their
success as duet partners on the
1992 cut “Candelight and
You,” Keith teamed up lable-

Silas, Jr. to talk about what

mate Chante Moore for the
standout late-night ballad “ I
Love You,” co-written by
Shanice Wilson. Label Head
Silas, Jr. also provided handson support via the ultra-funky

approach we would take,” says
the genial multi-talented music

track “No matter,” co-written
and co-produced with Keith,

man. “We wanted to make

along with hip Danish produc
ers Joachim Svare and Carsten

for Silas Records, KW. “When
it came time to make this
record, I sat down with (label
founder and president) Louil

music that would appeal to
today’s young record buyers
while, keeping the base I creat-

Lindberg.

Instructors
Exhibit
GULFPORT-Instructdrs

of the Florida Gulf Coast Art
Center will exhibit at the Cervenka/McClaughlin Gallary at
2819 Beach Blvd. in Gullport,
opeining April 1, 1998 and
closing April 30, 1998. Open
ing reception April 3, 1998 at
7:00 p.m. The show consists of
instructors in the field of sculp
ture, painting, mixed media,
metalsmithing, woodcarving,
ceramics, and photography.
The gallery is free and open to
the pubic. For more informa
tion call the Florida Gulf Coast
Art Center Education Depart
ment at (813) 584-8634.
The Florida Gulf Coast Art
Center is located at 222 Ponce
de Leon Blvd., Belleair, Flori-

da. FGCACisamemberofthe
Pinellas County Arts Council,
Florida Association of Muse

event, the Taste of the
State/JamFest in North Straub
Park the final weekend of the
Festival of States. Local restau
rants will feature their speciali
ties throughout the park while
live entertainment will be
“jammin” all weekend long.
The Taste of the State/JamFest
Starts at 12 noon, immediately
following the Trade Winds
Resort Festival Parade on Sat
urday, April 4 and starts at 1
p.m on Sunday, April 5. There
are Tampa Bay Devil Rays
games both days. Devil Rays
fens should take advantage of
the Taste of the States/JamFest
as a sort of tailgate party for the
weekend games before head-

ing over to Tropicana Field
Thunder 105.5 and KISSFM are the radio partners for
the Taste of the States/Jam Fest.
The entertainment schedule
is as follows:
•Saturday, April 4: 12
Noon-Driving Blind; 1:30
p.m.-Stalled on the Tracks; 3
p.m.- BJ Thomas and5:00p.m.
Qarence Qemons, formerly
with the Bruce Springsteen E.
Street Band.
•Sunday, April 5: 1 pan.
Rock Bottom; 2:30 p.m. Dr.
Blue; 4 p.m. T.C. Can & the
Catch and at 5:50 p.m. Saraso
ta Slim.
The Taste of the States/
JamFest is free to the public.
For more information call the
Festival of States office at 813898-3654.

Largo High
Spring Musical
'Anything Goes

The event will be held on
St. Petersburg Chapter of the Sunday, April 26,1998 from 5Sickle Cell Disease Associa 9 p.m at the Bayfront Hilton
tion of America and the City of Hotel.
St. Petersburg is sponsoring its
Please come and have fun

6th Annual Evening of Jazz as well as make a contribution
and Dinner featuring Al Down to a worthy cause.
ing, Ernie Calhoun and the
For more information,
Soul Brothers, Theo Valentin please call 896-2355.
and Kayla Hill.

'AFeelin' Ot Jazz
In The Key Of Art'
ST. PETERSBURG-The
St. Petersburg Alumnae Chap

ack & Kool Reflections, Henry

ter of Delta Sigma Theta Soror

are scheduled to perform.
• The doois will open at 7
p.m. and dinner will be served
promptly at 8 p.m. Tickets

ity, Inc. has scheduled its everso-popular “A Feelin’ of Jazz”
for Saturday, May 9th at the
Downtown St. Petersburg
Bayfront Hilton &Towers. You
know the event: the one that

during 1997.
This year, in addition to the

cil Cultural Development Jazz: In the Key ofArt.” This is
Grant Program and the Florida truly one multi-cultural event
Department of State, Division you would not want to miss,
of Cultural Aftairs through the nor wait to the last minute to
purchase your tickets).
Jazz artists Belinda Worn-

Ashwood, and Theo Valentin

reserved tables, or souvenir
booklet advertisement, may be
purchased from any St. Peters
burg Alumnae Delta.

Largo High’s dance team,
Band of Gold, theatre players,

embarked on an Atlantic cross
ing and filled with a romantic
twist. This love boat is filled
with members of the upper
class English society, a famous
night club singer, a notorious
Wall Street business man., pub

and choir have joined together

lic enemy number thirteen, and

to create a. spectacular show.
This experience is one of a
kind. It is also only a limited
showing of just two nights,
April 2nd & 3rd. Largo High’s
Auditorium will be th home of
this dazzling production.
Anything Goes is a love
story filled with beautiful

even a few others.
Anything Goes is produced
by the same theatre department
that brought you, The Wizard
of Oz, last year at the Largo
Cultural Center.
Tickets to this year’s show
can be obtained for $5 at the

music and tons of laughter. The
show takes place on a ship

door or by calling 588-3758.
ext. 196.

ST. PETERBURG-Thrill-

your talent, speed and accura

seekers of all ages will find new
rides to twist, spin, turn tossle
and swing them at this year’s
Festival of States. Myers
International Midways of Gib
sonton, Florida makes its debut
at the 1998 Festival Of States,
March 26-April 5.
From ferris wheels, merry

cy. You might just head home
with that humongous, hot pink
stuffed flamingo or giant

go rounds, slides, and moonwalks, to the higher flyer, sizzler, oibiter, and starship 2000,
this year’s carnival offers
something for everyone.
Whether you’re a toddler, teen
or senior, the Myers Interna
tional Midway is a must-do at.
this year’s Festival of States.
Step right up and try your

stuffed panda. Bring your
sweet tooth and eat your way
through the carnival as plenty
of culinary delights await you.
The carnival opens at 5
p.m. on weekdays and 11 a.m.
on Sundays.
Save money on Thursday,

(1813)988-6363.
For additional infoimation
contact chairperson Lorian
Williams at (813) 867-0384 or
President Anita Lewis at (813)
864-3023. Proceeds from the
event will benefit Delta Sigma
Theta Sorority. Inc. Communi
ty Service Fund. This event is
supported by the Jazz Heritage
Foundation and The Al Down
ing Tampa Bay Jazz Associa
tion.

A Morning
With The
Maestro
ST.

PETERSBURG-St.

Patrick’s Day is traditionally a
day frill of fun, good food,
funny hats and, of course, lots
of Green. At Riviera Middle
School, St. Patrick’s Day was
celebrated with the wearing of
the RED. Red is the color of the
“Royal Red Raider Symphonic

techniques he uses with the
professional musicians in the
Florida Orchestra.
Invited guests included Mr.
Lewis

Williams,

Pinellas

County Area II Superintendent,
Mrs. Margie Green and her
mother Mrs. Thelma Rothman,
representing the Kane’s Furni

ture Company, a major bene
factor for the Role Models Pro
proudly as they welcomed a gram. Also in attendance were
members wore their colors
very special guest to the school

the adult make mentors who
work with the young men in
last Wednesday.
Mr. Thomas Wilkins, resi this program. “A Morning

dent conductor of the Florida
Orchestra, was invited to guest
direct this wonderfully talented
band by the 500 Role Models
of Excellence Project coordina
tor, Mr. W.J. Bryant and Mr.
Carl Mostellar, principal of
Riviera. As a result, “A Morn
ing With the Maestro” was a
reality. This joint venture
between the Role Models pro
gram and the school proved to
be veiy successful as the three
hundred students in the audi

With the Maestro” showcased
not only the talent of Mr.
Wilkins, but also that of the
Riviera Middle School musi
cians.
Mr. Wilkins enjoyed his St.
Patrick’s Day enormously and
promised the students they
would meet again. As a result,
plans are being made to take
the students to a performance
of the Florida Orchestra in the
near future. Everyone present
was in agreement that today’s

ence were totally captivated. youth need as much exposure
The students were members of to the arts as possible. There are
either Role Models program of statistics proving that those stu
members of the band program. dents involved in music educa
Mr. Dave Mason, Riviera’s tion are more successful acade
talented director of bands, mically. Bravo to Mr. Thomas
turned over his baton to Mr. Wilkins for helping to keep the
Wilkins, and the presentation arts alive!
included th teaching of many

Black Owned &
Operated

21 Years

Star 16

March . 26 and Wednesday,
April 1, during the carnival’s
pay-one-price
promotions.
Armbands good to ride all the
rides from opening to closing
will be sold. Call the Festival of
States Office for more informa
tion at 813/898-3654.

hand at a game, or two, to test

| We welcome your letters to the editor.

In Tampa, tickets may be
purchased at Books For
Thought, 10910 N. 56th Street,

Thomas Wilkins

Band” uniforms and the 60

LARGO-Largo
High
School’s theatre department is
proud to be presenting this
year’s spring production, Any
thing Goes. This year, the

ST. PETERSBURG,-The

Center are sponsored in part by concert dinner dance, the
the FGCAC members, the Fine Deltas have added a Silent
Arts Society, the Pinellas Auction and Limited edition
County Commission through Art Raffle. The theme for this
the Pinellas County Arts Coun year’s event is “A Feelin’ of

Florida Arts Council.

ST. PETERSBURG-The
1998 Festival of States will
debut another new Festival

1998
Festival
6th Annual
Of
States
Adds
Evening Of Jazz
Thrills Spills

ums, Florida Art Museums sold out two weeks prior to the
Director ’s Association, Florida 'event when it was first intro
Cultural Action Alliance, duced to Tampa Bay; the event
Southeastern Museums Con that had over 400 people pour
ference, and American Associ into the Bayfront Center Arena
ation of Museums. Programs
of the Florida Gulf Coast Art

Taste Of The
State/ JamFest

Are you looking for
a place to go?
Why not visit

THE ELKS LODGE?

*Rob Simone - voted Music Forum
magazine’s Best Urban DJ for 1995
and 1996! M-F'6-10am.
*Greg Alexandrea - Lunch Cafe
Mon.-Fri. 10am-3pm.
* Afternoon Traffic Jam with Ivan
Summers. Mon.-Fri. 3-7pm.
*A1 B. Evenings 7pm-12am.
Saturday mornings
and Sunday with Heavenly
Inspirations.

LISTEN TO YOUR FAVORITE
OLDIES

y, For Auvertising Call 4
Rinita Anderson, Sales Manager

Every Friday Night
9 PM until ?
1331 - 18th Avenue South

REQUEST LINE 864-1600

823-1169
Hit Music by Lady “G”

327-9792

Ultice: 32 Z-WKaB (9792)

1700 - 34th St. S., St. Pete, FL 33711

17
Now, being that time again, we share ~
with you newsy tidbits
1
about past happenings.
|
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Gamma Theta
Omega Reception

I atiMC Brown,
RrAuin Phyllis R.
r»
Lewis

Lee, Gloria L. Philmore and
Ida M. Nix.

_
The reception was a

great event, and special
thanks are extended to all,

Rambling
With

Charles
Howard

from pg. 1

especially to all who assist-1
ed in making the program a |

“Yesterday has gone, forget It.
Today is here, use it.
Tomorrow may not come,
So don’t wait on it.”

success.

896-2152

More Unique Ways To Stretch A Dollar
Medical! 'Medical Melange'
Did you know that the cost burglars and phone calls in the
of liquor to alleviate back pains home, and honking horns and
is deductible from your income other danger signals on the
tax as a medical expense? pro street.
vided, of course, that you can
Provided their services are
get your doctor soused enough
to prescribe it!
Balding? You can deduct
the cost of a wig, if you can get

nih Itnn ^‘Rr’ MS* E°X’ Lynette Moore’ Talitha Coverson, Thelim
Olbenton, Kim Legree, Mahogany Ratliffe and Frederica Joy' White.
Seated (L-R): Angela C. Jones, Janise Standberry, Joi Hudson and Tonys

Baby Shower

Was what it was all about
last Saturday 12:30 p.m. 03-3298 for Orlainnah (oope) Cby.
A baby shower was given at
Applebees, Tri-City Plaza in
Largo, FL. This lovely affair
was given by Madeira Beach
Twigs. “R.S.V.P.” sponsors
were Lisa Streets, Darla WAm-

approach as a way to improve
and strengthen the educational
process. Under this approach,
the teacher serves as the leader
in the classroom and the stu-

some years ago in N.YC. and

and 12, write me about what things about my clothes, the
you’ve learned in school, or for way I dress, the way I put my
advice about making and keep hair up in the morning, the way
I talk, and the people I hang out

ing friends.

Here’s what someone wrote with.
mo abnut kppninp and 2et-

letters to: Dear Khana, The
Weekly Challenger, 2500 Dr.
Martin Luther King Street
South, St. Petersburg, FL
33705.

Now my friends don’t even

!

seriously, “ “I forgot I hadji

young man came to work 45 job.”

Until next week, Jump lb it!

the Comprehensive Test of moving upward. It is an inte

are making adequate progress

grade level. The average range works!
nationally hovers around fee
Students from fee Chal
5th percentile. Azalea Elemen lenge Area are becoming high
tary has entire classes of stu academic achievers because of
dents whose median scores are this innovative approach to
in the 90th percentile with the education.

syneigy for goal attainment.
This model of management
has led to increases in academ
ic achievement never experi
enced at Azalea Elementary.
Student median tests scores on

grated management approach
to oiganizing student learning
and holding them accountable
for high achievement and 3

grade level medians in the 70fe
percentile range. Students who
have traditionally scored in fee
lower quartile on the test are
MONTEGO
BAY,
JAMAICA — Ms. Denise
Rolark-Barnes, right, Pub
lisher of The Washington
Informer (DC), discusses
issues inherent to black
newspaper owners with
Fred Canady, Director, Mi
nority Business Enterprises,
Pepsi-Cola Co., during the
recent NNPA Mid-Winter
Workshop in Jamaica.
Canady announced recently that Pepsi's Minortiy
Business Enterprise pro
gram had purchased more
than $1 billion in goods and

►Yirr<Sirv|,Sirra^rraSiry-aSnrra'Ti

Founded in 1940, the 210member newspapers of the
National Newspaper Pub
lishers Association (NNPA)
has a readership of more
than 15 million.
The NNPA, a newspa
per trade association, had as
its theme in Jamaica, 'The"
Black Press: Paving the
Path to the New Millennium'. The well-attended
workshops included discus
sions and lectures on topics
concerning: human rights;advertising; the internet;

services from minority and

investments; international
trade and business develop

women vendors since the

ment, among others.

program

began in 1981.

Better Beepers, Inc.
TAMPA

TAMPA TAMPA

951 E. 7th Ave.

1520 E. Fowler

Mon.-Sat 10:00-6:00

Reading is Vitamins
For The Mind

ners are.

Basic Skills, which is a nation
ally normed standardized test,
have increased from 10% to
25% across fee board in eveiy

Dear Nikki,

what I told you really did work!
Until next week, send your

our April meeting. Hang in
there our apologies, you will be
informed who the lucky win

dents are the workers. Students

Thanks for writing me. I .will
have your answer in a moment,

Comer”, each week will fea My friends are saying some
ture comments from kids. So if mean things about me. They
you are between the age of 5 make fun of me, like saying

upcoming drawing to be held at

set goals aligned to fee class
and school goals and they
monitor their academic and
behavior data to be sure they

with me. What should I do?

fn the next paper you will get
your answer, and they you can
write me back and tell me if

second day of employment, the

just hired a new employee - a minutes late. When asked why
man in his early 20’s. Onfee he was late, he replied quite

ple group, and won’t even sit

Dear Khana,

prizes, I will inform you ofthe

Excuse Me!

The plant where I worked

talk to me just because of what
people are saying about me.
And if they do talk to me they
will only say bad things that
really hurt my feelings. My
best friend is in that mean peo

5. This new column, “Kids

invitations, hang in the©!
“Oope.” We love you.

given to lucky ticket holders,
Birthday “Natals” celebrating Johnstone was the Dis-Jockey.
their day were yours truly 3/23;
To all of our give-aways
Marion Miller 3/13 and Bar ticket holders for the cash

Black Publishers ’Paving
The Path’---------------------

ting friends!

employed as a teacher at Twig
Benders for a year. She is , the
daughter of Clifton and Gold

ina Coy of 16th Street South.

Gibbs Class Of '52

toward those goals. They are in
chaige of their learning and
they work in an atmosphere of

I’m Khana Riley, age 10, grade

way, so please reserve this spe
cial day, was fee heading onfee

until 1:00 a.m. The March

by
Bob Gilder

by Khana A. Riley

aganza were co-workers and
family. Oope has been

acupuncture specialists, psy

the expenses of a “hearing-ear’’ Deduction for Medical and
dog. These are dogs specially Dental Expenses Publication
trained to alert their masters to 502. Internal Revenue Service.

grated management systems

May 15th.
“Someone new is on fee

Held their Annual Spring bara Noel, 3/05. Over 200
Dance at the Knights of guest were there to join in fee
Columbus, 1720 Central dynamic treat.
Avenue March 21,1998 at 8:30
Three Bottles of cheer were

seeing-eye dog as a medical formed by a physician
For further information:
expense, the deaf can deduct

the implementation of an inte

The stork is expected aroOfid

Lora Flowers is the admin
ister. There to join in the extrav

legal, you can deduct the cost
of many medical care people
other
than
physicians:

your doctor to state that lack of chologists, chiropractors, even
one would cause you mental Christian science practitioners,
illegal medical care, however,
upset.
Just as the blind can deduct such as an illegal abortion can
the purchase and care cost of a not be deducted even if per

Over the past four years,
the staff at Azalea Elementary
School has been working with

er, and Sue Fredman who are
directors.

Mon.-Sat 9:00-7:00

4058 N. Armenia

TAMPA
2525 E. Hillsborough

ST. PETE

ST. PETE CLEARWATER

1105 34th St. S.

880 3rd Ave. S.

1865 N. Highland

Mon.-Sat 9:00-7:00

Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00

Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00 Mon.-Sat 10:00-7:00

231-BEEP 231-BEEP 873>BEEP 231-BEEP 821-BEEP 821-BEEP 821-BEEP

Ce&fogfU-

V.
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St. Pete
Final Rites
BAKER, CURTIS-April
1997 - March 9,1998 .
Parents of Curtis is mother,
.Yogapha Wilson-Moore
-and father, Henry Moore. .
-He leaves to mourn many j
36ther family and fiiends. '
funeral services provided .
-by Smith’s Funeral Home,
Gt. Petersburg, FL ______
'‘BYRD, JANIE LESTER ,
.passed recently. She leaves
■to mourn one brother,
Thornton Lester, two sisters,
Nellie Armstrong and
Ernestine Brown along with
a host of other family and
-friends. Funeral services
arranged by McRae Funeral
uJlome, St Peteisburg, FL
— CHEVER,
ROBERT
WAYNE-passed March 12,
1998. Bobby leaves to cher
ish his memories his par
ents, William and Essie
.Chever, his daughter, Tane;sha Chever; sons, Terrian
.Chever and Aaron Chever
•along with a hast of other
loving femily and fiiends.
juneral services provided
fey Smith’s Funeral Home,
St Petersburg.
, DAVIS, IDA MAE-was
■called from labor to reward
on March 17, 1998. She
leaves in loving memory
“Edsel Davis; daughters,
-Elaine Stevenson, Marla
Davis, Janice Davis and
•Carolyn Bailey. Also many
other loving family and
friends who will miss her.
“Funeral services arranged
by Creal Funeral Home, St
Petersburg, FL._______ ___

HABBISON,

VIR-

GINIA-passed on March
•131998. She leaves to cher
ish her memories her parrents, Raymond and Cather'ine Jackson; two sons,
(Samuel Robinson, Jr. and
Geoige Habbison and companion Veronica Hightow
er; two daughters, Rita Lari
more (Herbert) and Angelia
King (Qifford) along with a
host of other femily and
friends. Funeral services
provided by Creal Funeral
.Home, St Petersburg, FL

HUTCHISON, RUTH O.
passed recently. Her sur
vivors include three daugh
ters, Shirley Edwards
(Glen), Cheryl, Joe Ann
Boyd (Larry) and their chil
dren. Also a host of other
loving femily and friends.
Funeral services arranged
by McRae Funeral Ser
vices, St. Petersburg, FL
JOHNSON, ROBERT passed on March 17,1998.
He leaves to cherish his
memories, eight daughters,
Janice Mitchell (Randy),
Joyce Johnson, Sandra
Johnson, Arlene White,
Darlene Johnson (Robert)
Michelle Phillips (Arthur)
and Delores; three sons,
Robert, Michael and Darrell
Johnson. Funeral services
provided by Creal Funeral
Home, St Petersburg, FL
ROGERS, RAYNALL
RENEE-died on March 13,
, 1998. He leaves to cherish
his memories his mother
Patricia Rogers Some;
Father, Charles Bright and a
host of other loving femily
and
friends.
Funeral
arrangements provided by
Smith Funeral Home.
STOKES, JIM- passed
March 11, 1998. Some of
his survivors include his
wife of 40 years, Florence,
four daughteis, Louise Har
vey, Antoinette Harrell
(Russell), Bertha Reaves,
Janet Biyant (Carroll), two
sons, Bing Reaves, Sr.
(Yvette), Jim (Louredes)
and a host of other loving
femily. and fiiends. Funeral
arrangements provided by
.Smith Funeral Home, St.
Petersburg, FL___________
WALKER, GEORGE passed on March 16,1998.
His survivors include two
daughters, Adrian Walker
and Mary L. Qeveland and
their mother Susie Walker, a
brother Theron Walker
(Bernice) and other relatives
and friends. Funeral ser
vices provided by Creal

Funeral Home, SL Peters
burg, FL

Clearwater
Final Rites
DAVIS, MAE BELLEpassed last month. Her sur
vivors include two sons,
Robert Woody and Ralph
Mitchell. Two daughters, •
LaSalle Davis and Valeria
Davis; her mother, LUdlle
Gaskin and many other lov
ing family and friends.
Funeral services provided
by Woody’s Funeral Home,
Qearwater, FL

______

LOWE,
RONALD
CRAIG-passed on March
15,1998. He is survived by
his mother and father,
Rudolph and Odessa Lowe,
four brothers, eight sisters, a
close and personal beloved
friend, Unda Maxwell and
children and a host of other
femily and friends. Funeral
Services
provided
by
Woody's Funeral Home,
Qearwater, FL
YARN, THEODOREpassed on March 7, 1998.
Survivors include his lovely
devoted wife, Jewel Hairston-Yam, a stepson, Darrell
Hairston and a host of other
femily and friends. Funeral
Services provided by
Woody’s Funeral Home,
Qearwater, FL

(Lewis) and Shirley Dixon
(Larry) and a host of other
family and friends. Funeral
, arrangements provided by
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville, FL
JACOBS, AMANDApassed on March 9, 1998. ;
Her survivors include one
brother Euriah Ulmer,
(Odessa), one sister, Willie ,
’ Mae Allen; one son-in-law,
Jessie Gillum, one stepson, :
Arthur Smith and a host of)
other loving family and i
friends. Funeral arrange-:
ments provided by Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville,t
FL
,
JONAS,
ALBERTApassed on March 4, 1998.
, Those who will cherish her
memories: Father, Sylvester
Curtis, Sr. four brothers,
four sisters and many other
loving femily and fiiends.
Funeral services provided by
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville, FL______ ____
SIMMS, EDGAR-passed
on March 15,1998. He will
be missed by his family and
fiiends. His five sons, Gerald
Mitchell,
Ernest
Bell
(Audrey, Andrew Bell
(Stacey), Tommy (Delores,
Otis Bell (Patricia); four
daughteis, Marilyn Stinson
(Neal, Geraldine Bell, Tricia
Bell and Verdell Bell and a
host of other family and
fiiends.

Ocala
Final Rights
Gainesville
Final Rites
BOYKINS, ELLA passed on March 8, 1998.
She leaves to cherish her
memory one son, Willie
Boykins, two grandaughters
Ella
Mae
Thompson

BRYANT, ALFONSOdeparted this life on March
15,1998. He leaves to cher
ish his memory his children,
Hattie Bryant, Matherine
Bryant, Essie,
Marion
Bryant, Ralph Bryant,
Arthur Thompson, Calvin
Bryant, Terrence Thompson
and Alphonso Bryant, Jr.

Summers Funeral Home

Out Ol
Town Rites

BURTON, HERBERTpassed recently. He leaves to
cherish his memories is his
loving wife, Margaret A.
Burton, Mothers, Rosella
Myers and Ernestine Bailey.
Funeral services provided by
Cunningham Funeral Home,
Bushnell, Fl
MILLER,
WILLIE
FRANK-passesd March 6,
1998. Those left to cherish
his memories are his beauti
ful wife, Ellenar Miller, sons,
Willie Frank, Jeffery Miller
Lawrence Wyche and Major
Richardson. Daughters, San
dra _ Hayward, _ Beverly
(James) Jenkins, Cindy

Limousine Rental Service
351-0566
2238 NW 10th St.
Ocala

■CUNNINGHAM’S'
Funeral Home P.A.
“Your Friends Who Care”

Seventh Avenue Chapel

SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI
TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

896-2602
Dr. M.L King St. Chapel
j 2025 Dr. M.L. King Street SOuth
LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE
A.L. CUNNINGHAM

Burial Service • Funeral Service
Cremation Service • Shipping Service
Serving From Nvo Convenient Locations

Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N., Suite 3
• Ebony City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
• MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
• Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
• Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
• Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.
• C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
» Condon Gardens Housing Authority
IN LARGO
• Baskin Cleaner, J 317 Baskiin Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair & Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd.
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy. Corner Foods, 2325 119th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

Miller, Sylvia Harper andVastoria Luckey and a host of
other family and friends.
Funeral services were held in
Gainesville, FL

An Easy Way to Pay
In Advance For Your Funeral

"Yes, that's right, there
is an easy way to pay
for your funeral and
have peace of mind."

Young's
Funeral
Home

Affordable monthly payments are available to suit your
needs and your budget. You choose the payment plan
you want and if you relocate-your plan goes with you.
Don't delay...

Call or Write to us today
to leam more about
funeral planning.
McRae Funeral Home

St. Petersburg, FL 33705
State Approved Pre-Funeral
Arrangement Pian

IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barber Shop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store. 1841 Highland Ave. N.
• A&A Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's BarberShop, 1400 N Greenwood

IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
• Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
• Tampa Urban League, Tampa Park Plaza
• Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N„ 248-5683
• Cicily's Beauty Supply, 2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
• Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
• Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
• Best Bros. Grocery & -Deli, Howard Avenue
& Chestnut Street
• Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
• Orient Meats on Orient Road
• Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
• Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza
• Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
• Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
• Tampa Hair on North Florida
• Golden Comb on Main Street
• Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7-11, Temple Terrace Highway

If you pay now, your funeral is fully funded and won't
pose a financial burden to those left behind.

Ullle T. Shelton L.F.D.
Alvis Summers LF.D.
Notary Public

1940 7th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712

You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:

The average funeral costs much less today than most
people think. However, in the future, an average funeral
will cost more.

“Quality and Service’

“Personalized with the 'Utmost Dignity,
Confidence and Understanding."

Creal Funeral
Homes

I

Also a host of other loving
family and friends. Funeral •
services provided by Cun
ningham Funeral Home,
Ocala, FL
________
.
GREEN,
RUTH
A.-passed on March 16,
1998. She leaves to cherish
fond memories, two sons,
Jimmy Starker (Gladys) and
Theodore Green; two i
daughters, Ruby Griffin,
' Joan Fluker. Two brothers,
Aggie Green and Tommy
Baker and a host of other
loving family members and
fiiends. Funeral arrange
ments provided by Sum, mers Funeral Home, Ocala,
FL
WATERS, LAWRENCLpassed March 16,1998. He
leaves to mourn three broth
ers, Henry Waters (Elmira),
Roosevelt (Louise) and Allen
Waters (Reatha); three sis
ters, Ludle Williams, Nellie
Stokes and Ollie Anderson
and many other loving femi
ly and fiiends who called him
“Daddy Duke”. Funeral
arrangements provided by
Cunningham, Ocala Florida.

1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida 33705
(813)895-6005

Licensed Funeral
Directors

732-5353

732-5354
732-5355

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

WHEN ONLY MEMORIES REMAIN...
LET THEM BE BEAUTIFUL.

■

"GRIEF BREAKS HEARTS
* "Blessed are they that mourn
for they shall he comlbrtcd ”
Mallhew 5 -1
The Healing Power ofthe Funeral:

We believe that each service
should be rendered reflecting
the beauty of one's life.
Rendering this type of service is not
only a priority, but a reflection of a

CARING STAFF.

* Brings famlly and friends together for support.
• Acknowledges the Hfe Hved by a loved-one
• Encourages the expression of feelings and emotions.
* Supports the value of religion through ceremonies.

Dwayne E. Matt,L.F-D-

1534 - 18th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33705

x

ZlOH Will jROrtliarP

1700
49th Sf So 328-0466
St. PetMtbwg. Fkxtdl, J37»7

894-2266
Taking Time to Serve Others
Jerome B. Smith, President-L.F.D. • Hubert C. Reynolds Jr. Family Service Counselor-L F D

i
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Classified Ads...Sure to get results!
City of St. Petersburg
ACCOUNT CLERK II
(Police Department)
I $19,365 - $28,454

PUBLIC LEGAL NOTICE
As a result of Increases in Population, the State bf Florida, Department of Business and
i
Regulation, Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco, will be accepting aDDlications fnr inrh cT?
in the drawing for new quota liquor licenses in the following county and amount:

I Closing date 4-6-98

PINELLAS

Accounting, budgetary and I

(i)

Applications will be accepted beginning April 1,1998 and continuing through June 29 1998 All inter
ested persons should make inquiry by contacting, Zelma Cope. Clearwater District Office riiVk,J n#
Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco. 2189 Cleveland Street. Suite 266, Clearwater. Florida 33765
f

personnel/payroll
support
work in the maintenance and
review of fiscal records and
reports. Must be a high
school graduate or possess a
GED certificate. Prefer ac-l

RICHARD A.BOYD, DIRECTOR
DIVISION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES AND TOBACCO
DEPARTMENT OF BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL REGULATION

counting experience process
ing accounts payable andl

BY: JOE L. MATO, CAPTAIN

accounts receivable utilizing
a computerized accounting
I system. Also, must have ex-1
perience with mainframe and I

PUBLIC NOTICE

Notice is hereby given that
the City of St. Petersburg is
considering an amendment
to the FY 97/98 Consolidated
Plan to use $450,000 from
the Weed and Seed budget
(Community Development
Block Grand funds) for
demolition and environmen
tai clean-up of the Mercy
Hospital site at 1310 and
1344 22nd Street South and
1310 Upton Court South for
redevelopment.

DISTRICT MATERIALS ENGINEER

Icomputer software, preferI ably with Lotus and DBASE.
I Must also meet the selection!
J standards for working at the |

The Florida Department of Transportation is seeking applicants for the posi
tion of District Material? Engineer. This position is responsible for managing
and directing district-wide materials activities for Districts One & Seven
This position entails managing district geotechnical and laboratory opera
tions, the district supplier certification program, and assists in policy specifi
cation development. P.E. registration in the State of Florida is required.

(Police Department and be
I able to pass a background!
Icheck and a polygraph examlination. Written test. Resi-

Idency Requirement.

Recruitment salary range is $1685.59 to 3406.69 Biweekly

EQUIPMENT MECHANIC 11
I $20,996 - $28,080
[Closing date 4-6-98

Please submit a completed 5/93 or later version State of Florida Employment
Application prior to 5PM, Tuesday, April 7,1998 to:

I This is skilled work in the!
I mechanical repair, mainte

Marlene Bridgeford-Office of the Director of Operations
801 North Broadway Ave., M.S. 1-2; Bartow, Florida 33830

nance and reconditioning of I
I assigned gasoline and/or die-1
Isel powered automotive, conIstruction and/or maintenance!

Females and minorities are encouraged to apply. We are an Equal Opportunity
Employer/Affirmative Action/Veterans Preference Employer. Appointment is
subject to a satisfactory reference check. FDOT is a Drug-FreeWork Place.
tobofferP °yeCS mUSt S1§n and Consent t0 re9uired testing. Refusals void any

equipment. Must be a high
I school graduate or be in pos
session of a GED. Must also|
I possess three (3) years verifilable experience as a general
I automotive mechanic with I
I shop experience in the repair,
maintenance and recondition-1

The City Council of the City
of St. Petersburg will hold a
public hearing to receive
comments on the proposed
amendment on Thursday,
April 2,1998 beginning at or
about 8:30 am in City
Council Chambers, 175 Fifth
Street North, St. Petersburg.
Written comments may be
sent to Housing and Neigh
borhood Improvement, P.O.
Box 2842, St. Petersburg,
Florida 33731 and must be
recei ved by 4:00 pm on April
1998 to be considered. For
additional information con
cerning this notice, please
contact 893-7247.

$5,000 LIMIT
CREDIT CARDS
IMMEDIATE APPROVAL
WITH BANK ACCOUNT.
NO SECURITY DEPOSIT.
CALL NOW:
(800) 897-7498.

$500 FREE GROCERY COUPONS
OF YOUR CHOICE FOR TRYING
OUR MEDICAL PLAN

ing of a variety of gasoline
I and/or diesel powered auto-1
I motive, construction and/or)
I maintenance
equipment..

Dental-Vision
Prescriptions

Must be in possession of a
I valid State of Florida Class)

SAVINGS ¥580%

"A" Commercial Drivers
License or be able to obtain a
j Class "A" CDL within six I
months of hire. A full set of|
I automotive mechanic repair)
I tools with roll away lockable
I tool chest is required at time

$15 Mth Household-$9 Mth
Individual. Pre-Established Rates.
Oral Exam $5. X-Rays $15. Teeth
Cleaning $15. Fillings - Amalgam
$20, Composite $35, Sedative $20.
Extraction $35. Root canalAnterior $195, Bicuspid $250.
Porcelain Crown $395. Dentures
Upper or Lower $450. BracesChildren $1850, Adults $1950.

of appointment. Residency)

I Requirement.

days and Fridays only. Pref
erence in appointment will be I
extended to eligible veterans)

Delaware won the title of “the First State” when it
became the first of the original states to ratify the U.S.
Constitution.

and, in some instances,
spouses of eligible veterans.)
To receive veteran's prefer
ence. documentation of status
must be submitted at time of|

CONTRACT
COUNSELOR

-

MGR./
Short

term,
full-time
position
respon.: developing work
experience positions for City
of Clearwater Summer Youth
Program; monitoring work
site activities. Requires:
College grad, or combination
of education & 3 yrs. work
exp. in related field; excel
lent- comm, skills. Hiring
range: $10.29 - $11.52. Res
ume deadline 5:00 p.m.,
3/27/98. HR, Career Options,
13770 58th St. N., #312,
Clearwater, FL 33760 EOE

AUTO SECURITY
-N-

Willem Schrauwen

SOUND

(813) 867-1975

(813) 323-5959
1427 34th St. S.

month, water is includ
ed. 1511 19th Ave. So.,
St. Pete. Please call
Terry or Yolande at
827-1748. Mature per
sons need only apply.

PETERS-1

BURG

exemption hearings. Re
quires: Bachelor's degree
preferred in related field;
min. 3 yrs. exp.; strong verbal/written comm, skills;
good organizational skills;
computer (MSWord/Excel).
Hiring wage: $11.83 ;$13.25 + comprehensive
benefits pkg. Resume dead
line 5:00 p.m., 3/30/98. HR,
Career Options, 13770 58th
St, N., #312, Clearwater,
FL 33760 EOE

COORDINATOR.
Re
spon. for communications,
public relations & market
ing for WAGES program.
Requires: Bachelor's degree
in marketing/journalisiri/
business admin. + 3 yr£.
related exp. or combination
of trg. & exp. Knowledge
of Windows/MSWord/Excel/Access.
Excellent
comm, skills. Knowledge
of Pinellas County commu
nity based organizations &
WAGES preferred. Hiring
salary: $31,116 - $34,881 +
comprehensive
benefits
pkg. Resume deadline 5:00
p.m., 3/27/98. HR, Career
Options, 13770 58th St. N„
#312,
Clearwater,
FL
33760 EOE

COORDINATOR. Profes
sional position respon.: man
age daily program/fiscal oper
ations including oversight of
service provider contracts;
work closely with partners,
funding sources & community.
Requires: Bachelor's degree
(Masters preferred) in related
field; min. 2 yrs. mgmt, exp.;
strong fiscal, supervisory, pro
gram mgmt. & team-bldg,
skills. Prefer a working knowl
edge of WAGES & Pinellas
Co. service providers. Excel
lent oral/written comm, skills.
Hiring salary: $31,116 $34,881 + comprehensive
benefits pkg. Resume deadline
5:00 p.m., 3/27/98. HR, Career
Options, 13770 58th St. N„
#312, Clearwater, FL 33760
EOE

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

The human brain is
made up of more than
eight billion cells.

'• WE WELCOME
YOLIR LETTERS
TO THE EDITORI

Your Horoscope

Open until filled
Routine cleaning tasks at the I

Aries
March 21 to April 19

WAG DESIGNS
I

. .C
’3et.al1 y°ur domestic chores out
of the way this week. Streamline your life
and you II be able to concentrate on more
creative pursuits. Pay attention to your
family s and mate’s demands. The love
you receive will compensate your efforts.

2515 - 15th Ave. S., St. Pete 33712

(813) 327-1935

polygraph examination.
Applications may be filed ini
the Employment Office, 1
4th St. N., 4th Fl. on I
Mondays, Wednesdays andl

provide

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N„ 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

Perl

St. Petersburg Police Dept.
Hours are 4:00 P.M. - 10:00
P.M.; including holidays and
weekends. Must meet the
"Selection Standards" for the
Police Department including
background check and a|

respon.:

admin./technical/clerical
support
for
hardship

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

1 Bedroom Apartment
For Rent$350/

application.

Fridays only.

TO APPLY: Request an
employment application by
e-mail (franqueiroh@email.
spic.cc.fi ,us). FAX (813
341-3223, or Phone (813:
341-3311 & return it with i
cover letter & resume b\
APRIL 15. 1998 to Human
Resources, St. Petersburg
Junior College, 8580 66th St.
N., Pinellas Park, FL 33781.
EOE

Car Jack Alarms

Member Or Sales Details Mailed

Hours

REQUIREMENTS: Bache
lor's degree required, Mas
ter's preferred. Knowledge &
exp. in high tech areas &
knowledge of training meth
odologies in high tech &
mgmt, fields. Exp. in market
ing technology & mgmt,
training programs preferred.
Ability to interact effectively
w/corporate executives &
their staffs. Exp. in coordi
nating the development of
marketing materials & strate
gies.

CALL

I Floor on Mondays, Wednes

CUSTODIAN I
Police Dept.
(Part-Time 32
Week)
$6.98 Per Hour

This position coordinates the
delivery of specialized pro
grams in coiporate training
w/an emphasis in high tech
nology areas.

FOR INFORMATION ON

—Over 10,000 Per Month Joining-

ST.

Long-term, temporary posi
tion

Is A Dangerous Problem

in the Employment Office,!
One Fourth Street North, 4th |

OF

HARDSHIP
EXEMf*
TION SPECIALIST &

CAR-JACKING

I Applications will be received!

CITY

COORDINATOR,
PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
& MARKETING

Taurus
April 20 to May 20

our life wlll seem busier than
ever this week, with invitations, parties
and appointments leaving you breath
less. Remember to take some time off so
you don t burn yourself out. A romantic
encounter will make your spirits soar.

Hospice
OF THE FLORIDA SUNCOAST

Semini
May 21 to lune 21

• SIZE: 1,284 square feet - 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, 2-car garage.
’STANDARD FEATURES: Concrete block/stucco construction. Vaulted ceilings in

. .-7-,. 'Ju are concemed about jointly
held^ finances and long-term security
Don t focus on problems—look for solu
tions. lf you are in doubt, consult a trust
ed banker or financial expert. A chanqe of
scenery will do you a world of good

Cancer

iving/dining, kitchen and master bedroom. Plant shelves in foyer. Mica cabinets,
enmore appliances. Ceramic tile in both baths. Landscape and fully sodded lot.

PHOTOS BY
BILL THOMAS

FINALLY... UPPER CRUST LIVING THAT DOESN’T
TAKE A LOT OF MONEY!
n this era of high cost living, it is good to know that you can expect the concept of the

/ou have been in emotional turm a n?w period of calm and fulfill
ment will make you very happy Don’t crv
ZLsp« m*.
on Si tSTgS

custom home. Select, or we will select, a plan for you, and let our designers create and

things coming into your life, lf you’re sin
gle, new love looms on the horizon.

modify a plan to suit you... Our handsomely styled exterior and the tasteful professional landscaping of our homes are matched only by the charm and comfort of the interior

For All Your Photo Needs

designs. We create with nature in mind... Also, you can receive the same quality in our

BILL THOMAS PHOTOS

We re making luxury living more affordable than you may have ever thought possible

Weekly Challenger *896-2922
Home - 825-0384
Church Events * Banquets
Sohool Aotivities * Weddings
Sorority or Fraternity Aotivities
’ Sports * Reunions

June 22 to July 22

room addition designs.

IT.

Leo
July 23 to August 22

‘

as a result of thousands of dollars in discounts.
Sound incredible? Well, in today’s market it is. In fact, we challenge you to find a more
attractive design and lifestyle for the money. So hurry and compare because demands are
on t e rise and here is your only opportunity to enjoy luxury living without spending a
lot ot dough.
’
&

WAG DESIGNS
A division of WAG Enterprises
2515 15th Avenue South • St. Pete, FL 33712

(813) 327-1935

NOTARY SERVICES & PERMIT
SERVICES AVAILABLE
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNERS

Consultants & Planners
Project Management

himte«i^OnJ criticize your mate or make
him feel inadequate. You will reap more
benefits with praise than with finger-pointmg. Don t underestimate the effect vour
opinion has on others. They eagerly want
your approval. Be encouraging.

. Libra
I

September 23 to October 2:

You’ll be tickled by all the cardt
and gifts coming your way this birthdai
month. The sky’s the limit to your per
sonal happiness now. Don’t be afraid tt
ask for what you really want, and share
your great bounty with others.

Scorpio
October 23 to November 21

-— A long-held wish will come true,
lf you’re inclined to gamble or buy lottery
tickets, you may surprise others with the
size of your winnings. You’ll have the con
fidence to ask for a raise, buy a new
home or increase the size of your family.

Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21

Young marrieds may successful
ly conceive this week or adopt. Older
Sagittarians may welcome grandchildren
or pets, whom they’ll spoil with love and
affection. Long-term investments will
yield good future dividends.

Capricorn
December 22 to January 13

—
/ou will feel as though many
changes are taking place in your life. Go
for what you know is right for you. This
really is a case of the early bird catching
the proverbial worm. Don’t sit on the side
lines; compete for what you want.

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

_
• ou need to be clear on exactly
what you want. Giving others mixed sig
nals confuses them and makes them
wary of approaching you. A showdown
with your mate over finances is inevitable
Start saving for the future now.

virgo
August 23 to September 22

. SA ?’ay attention to your intuition to
advance your career. Your love life needs
a boost—try buying some sexy lingerie
and perfume. Go away for a weekend of
run and frolic with your mate. The two of
you need some time alone together.

February 19 to March 20

a

—
i ake vacation or visit a relative
but get out and about. You feel better
when you are circulating, lt’s a mistake
to sit at home and let circumstances get
you down. Get together with friends.
You II be glad you did.

20
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Business Person Of The Week

ff

Igv Allene Gammage-Ahmed

may take a lot of sacrificing,
missed vacations, staying up all
night sometimes, but you can
make it - inspite of any odds”

0

ST. PETERSBURG-”I
has been a struggle but also <

wonderful opportunity anc
experience” says this week’s
BusinessPerson of the Week.

and believe me she has certain
ly had her share.
She is inspired and wants to

Assunta “Tiki” Fisher c
“Tiki’s Uniforms keeps a smil
on her face as she talks ver

work with and help to mold

I openly about her early experi
I ences as an idealist and a realis

who feel they’d like to own

other young men and women
their own business someday.
She has a very willing and hum

| in the world of business.
At the age of 15, ‘Tiki

ble spirit in sharing what she’s

I worked to help otheis in thei
places of business by stocking
assisting customers find thi
things they needed, cashierinj
and all of the other qualities ant
skills that go along with provid
ing good customer service.
Assunta Fisher
I... As she continued her educa business for herself, always gram, Checkers Restaurant
tion, graduating firom Gibb: wanting to be about the busi chain, the nursing indushy and
Senior High School, attending ness of working to help others, janitorial contracting services.
Delaware Community College and she does just that with
She has successfully been at
and on to Temple University many individuals that come the Central Avenue location for
her career dreams were pursuec and go past “Tiki’s Uniforms”, over two years now. The shop
in the field of nursing. Again a one of a kind, uniform shop has something for everyone
[ Tiki learned a lot and experi ‘Tiki’s Uniforms”-owned and
who may need to purchase
enced quite a bit of inequality as operated by a young African- some type of uniform, sports
for as “what’s good enough foi American female.
clothing, shoes, and other
others should also be good

Some of the businesses and
enough for me too!”
corporations that Tiki provides
• Tiki saw that there were service to are: HESS Service
opportunities available where Stations, Pinellas County
she would be able to eo into .Qr'hnnl Rnarrl W A fl P Q Pm_

learned with others. Assunta
provides employment opportu
nities as well as having compet
itive prices, very affordable to
those on a budget.
She attributes her success in
life and in business to having
strong family upbringing and
the interest others took in her as
a young lady by molding and
shaping her for today’s chal
lenges and opportunities.
The Weekly Challenger
congratulates you, Assunta
‘Tiki” Fisher as this week’s
Business Person of the Week.
Remember to send your
ideas and comments to the

accessories.
Assunta is a single mom Weekly Challenger. Be sure to
with two lovely children. She complete the form below, nom
’would love to meet you, sit and inating your favorite business as
4
tell you that vou can make it. “it “Business Peison of the Year”.

Marilyn

Middlebrook

of

tion (MBA) on Tuesday, April 7

OF

out-of-pocket - - like well child
care and mammograms - - are
now covered. Many systems
also offer incentives for healthy
lifestyles.
She added, “Managed care
has also helped to qpen the
lines
of communication
between the provider, the
payor, and the patient. Every
one’s role in the health care sys
tem has been more clearly
defined”.
There are several things
that health care consumers can
do to manage their health care - and their health care plans - -

• Most managed care plans
have provisions for channeling

Students Prepare
For 1998 'National
Stepoff
MIAMI-Students around ]lege Showcase, April 8-11, at
the country are gearing up for the Clarion Plaza Hotel in

tition made popular by Black
Greek Sororities and Fraterni
ties. The “National Step-Off” is
scheduled during the 1998 Col-

HIRES

UT’s program features
at 5:30 p.m. in Plant Hall’s
If we want to have peace with
small
classes with hands-on
Fletcher Lounge.
people, we must first have
Approximately 80% oUT’s experience at .the downtown peace with ourselves.
400 MBAstudents attend class Tampa campus.
The only way to be com
Faculty members will be
es part-time, working toward
pletely fiee is to be completely
tiie degrees basic requirements available to discuss individual
honest with ourselves.
and in concentrations helpful to candidate goals and how best to
Anegative person stumbles
their career paths. These include attain them in the UT program. over their blessings and never
accounting, finance, manage Information on financial aid see them.
ment, marketing international alternatives will also be avail
A sick mind is dangerous
business, infoimation systems able.
because its very contagious.

Wo nld

sumer to maintain good
health”, Piper continued.
“Many services that used to be

what’s not.

TAMPA-The University of management, and health ser
Tampa will hold an open house vices administration. Students
for those interested in earning a are currently enrolling for Sum
Master of Business Administra- mer and Fall classes.

more responsibility on the con

to access care, how to fill out
forms, what’s covered and

The opportunity to leam ASPEC at 347-2235 or Baibara
the National Black College Orlando, Florida.
about fine work now often pre McCord of Color Me Human at
Alumni Reunion’s “National
Anyone interested in regis
sented and to share together in 526-2318.
Step-Off.” More than 20 groups itering for the “National Stepwillgotoe-to-toeinthiscompe- 1Off” and the 1998 College

Open House For
MBA Program

consumers”, she explained.
“Managed care has placed

your insurance company.
Make sure you understand how

diverse groups is intended to
public is invited to attend a gath continue the work of both spon
ering “VOICES: Amulti-Racial soring groups, Color Me
Dialogue Based on lhe Writings Human, Tampa Bay and the

ed small group discussions.

Plenty, according to Robin
Piper, Administrator at Turning
Point of Tampa, Inc.
“Thanks to managed care,
health care today is more acces
sible and affordable for many

suggestions:
• Know your plan. Read the
information provided to you by

j ST. PETERSBURG-The

in booklet form to the partici required, but anyone with ques
pants to use during the facilitat tions is encouraged to call either

TAMPA - Managed carewhat’s in it for you?

more effectively and efficient
ly. Piper offered the following

Color Me Human
Tampa Bay
of Prominent Minority Poets.” academy of Senior Profession
I This event will be held at als at Eckerd College. The
2:00 p.m on Saturday, March Baha’i Community, which
28 at the SL Petersbuig Baha’i seeks to help eliminate preju
Center, 676 - 2nd Avenue dice of all kinds and believes in
South. Area high school stu the reality of the oneness of
dents will read their original humanity, is hosting the event.
Doois open at 1:30 p.m for
\york and the poetiy of wellknown minority authors will be registration and the program
presented. All the work read at will begin at 2:00 p.m.
the gathering will be provided
Reservations
are
not

How To
Manage
Your Health
Care

Showcase should call the
National Black College Alumni
Reunion at (305) 653-7755 or
(407)855-9343.

referrals through a primary care
physician and for precertifica
tion before non-emergency
hospital procedures. Make sure
you understand your plan’s
provisions. Also, make sure
you know which hospitals are
included in your plan.
• Select a primary care physi
cian who matches your needs
and philosophies. Don’t wait
until you’re sick to find a doc

Central Florida Deserves a Fighting
Chance in the War on Drugs
U.S. Senator Bob Graham (D-FL) and U.S. Representative John Mica (R-FL)
They’re smart, they’re well-financed,
narcotics trafficking. Our law enforce
they have an extensive communications
ment officials have just been provided a
network, they use high-tech equipment
new weapon to use in the war on drugs.
to avoid detection — and they are a ma
In late September, both the House and
jor threat, to Florida’s children and grand
Senate accepted our recommendation and
children.
allocated $1 million to turn seven Cen
“They” are drug traffickers, crimi
tral Florida counties into a High Inten
nals who bring illegal substances into
sity Drug Trafficking Area — HIDTA.
our state and use their addictive lure for
Starting in January of 1998, federal,
financial gain. Unfortunately, despite the
state, and local law enforcement offi
best efforts of lawcials in Volusia,
enforcement person
Seminole, Orange,
For far too long, our
nel, they are making
Osceola, Polk, Hills
nation’s war on drugs has
unprecedented in
borough, and Pinellas
roads in neighbor
been undermined by
Counties will syn
hoods and communi
chronize their intel
inadequate resources,
ties all over Florida.
ligence-gathering,
jurisdictional disputes, and
Only a few years
interdiction, preven
lack of coordination. The
ago, drug trafficking
tion, and prosecution
of drug criminals.
was seen as a uniquely
HIDTA concept
South Florida prob
This is an important
strengthens the anti-drug
lem. While South
development. For far
effort by making local
Florida has long been
too long, our nation ’ s
police chiefs, state
a popular entry point
war on drugs has been
for criminals trying
undermined by inad
officials, and federal
to smuggle illegal
equate resources, ju
agents partners rather
drugs into the United
risdictional disputes,
than rivals.
States, recent statis
and lack of coordi
tics have exploded the
nation. The HIDTA
long-held myth that other parts of our
concept strengthens the anti-drug effort
by making local police chiefs, state offi
state are somehow less endangered by
the drug trade.
cials, and federal agents partners rather
Perhaps most alarming are the drug
than rivals
This is not uncharted territory. Fif
use and trafficking numbers for ihe In
terstate 4 corridor—the area that stretches
teen HIDTAs have been designated na
from Daytona Beach in the East to Tampa
tionwide to enhance anti-drug efforts in
Bay in the West, contains more than thirty
those regions with the most critical drug
percent of Florida’s population, and is
trafficking problems.
In fact, Monroe, Dade, and Broward
experiencing rapid growth.
In 1995, Orlando ranked fifth in the
Counties are home to one of the most
natioii in cocaine deaths per capita. Over
successful HIDTAs. In Fiscal Year 1996
1,500 children between the ages of 12
alone, agents of the South Florida HIDTA
and 17 were arrested for drug possession
broke up nearly twenty drug money laun
or use. The following year, Orange and
dering rings and seized tens of millions
Osceola Counties led the state in heroin
of dollars in drug-related currency and
deaths per capita. And in the first five
assets.
months of 1997, Polk County reported
We are hopeful that the Central
over 700 police seizures of dangerous
Florida HIDTA will be similarly suc
methamphetamines.
cessful. Granted, that is easier said than
Even worse, Central Florida is be
done. But after several years of increased
coming a transit point for drugs being
drug activity, Central Florida is fighting
distributed to the rest of the nation. The
back. While the recent establishment of
same modem highways, airports, and ports
this seven-county HIDTA won’t com
that have made cities like Orlando and
pletely eradicate drug traffickers from
Tampa attractive for tourism and trade
our state, it represents an important step
have also become popular hubs for the
forward in bringing the full brunt of com
transport of drugs to the southeastern
bined federal, state, and local pressure
United States and the Eastern Seaboard.
to bear against illegal drug-activity. Most
It is important that every available
importantly, it may help shield our chil
federal state and local resource be uti
dren and grandchildren from the threat
lized and maximized to combat illegal
of drug abuse and violence.

Nexus — Paul Mitchell
Design Essentials — MenJers
Revlon — T.C.B: — Bantu

Hires Haifstyling

tor! Get to know your doctor,
Do YOU HAVE

and let him or her know you.
• If possible, call your managed
care company and try to

SOMETHING YOU'D

become acquainted with some
one there, in case you have

Why not

LIKE TO SELL?

problems or concerns later.
• Keep copies of all your insur

ADVERTISE IT IN THE

ance forms.
• Know what to do and who to
go to if you have problems or
questions. Understand your

Challenger?
You'll be happy

managed care organization’s

REASONABLE OUR

grievance procedure (what
happens if your concerns are
not being addressed to your sat
isfaction). It’s there to help you.
“The key to successful
management of your managed
care plan is a healthy under
standing of how and why it
works”, summarized Piper.

3427 - 1 ltk Avenue Nortk
St. Petersburg, FL 33713
Telephone: 323-8649

Weekly

to SEE HOW
RATES ARE.
Call

Charlie Akins
Master Jeweler
(904) 696-7690
Pager 876-3145
Jacksonville, FL

896-2922

OR COME IN TODAY:

2500

9th St. S.
St. Petersburg

Advertise In The Tampa
Edition Of
Tlfe 'BJeeklg
ffilfalltmnur

N Ails

• BarIier Anc! Hair SaLon •
She's Got The Whole World In Tier Hands
2526 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, Florida • (813) 328-8303

Volunteers of America

